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Democratic Club Opposes Charter
Senator Eastland Asked To Resign
'If Voting Rights Not Forthcoming'
CLEVELAND, M i s s. —
Robert Moses, director of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee Voting Project,
announced efforts this week
by Mississippi Negroes to vote
and to challenge the political
structure of this state. "
In Cleveland. Negroes are
circulating a petition to the
President of the United States
asking that Rep. Jamie Whit-
ten be disqualified from sit-
ting in the House of Represen-
tatives.
Moses said that in Liberty,
11 Negroes went to the regis-
trar's office to file applica-
tions on Aug. 21, Moses, and
Travis Britt, a SNCC field sec-
retary, were beaten several
times by local whites as they
worked on voter registration
last year. Liberty is also the
scene of the murder of Herbert
Lee, (a 50-year old Negro
working on voter rett!tigoin),
by Mississippi State tor
Eugene Hurst on Sept. 25, 1961.
Moses also announced a
voter registration program in
Ruleville (Sunflower County).
This, the home county of Sen.
James 0. Eastland (chairman
of the U. S. Senate's Judiciary
Committee) has a Negro vot-
ing age population of 13,524
(out of a total of 22,309) and
has 161 Negroes registered to
vote.
Charles McLaurin, a SNCC
voter registration field sec-
retary, said that a total of
nine people went to the regis-
trar's office last week and
found the office closed. He said
that efforts would be made to
register voters in Ruleville and
Indianola, two of the principal
towns in Sunflower County.
Charles MeDew, SNCC
chairman, wired Senator East-
land:
"We find it 'inexplicable'
why Negroes in Sunflower
County cannot register in your
home county. As chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee, you have an obligation to
work for justice for all people.
It is our hope that you will
instruct the county registrar to
open his office to potential Ne-
gro voters." The SNCC urged
Sen. Eastland to resign from
the Senate if "violations of vot-
ing rights are not corrected."
MR. AND MRS. SPENCER BROOKS
Fired From Laundry Job, He
Opened Business At Home
Spencer M. Brooks of 1410 About the same time, he
Davis st., was extremely de- was stricken by tuberculosis,
pressed back in 1941 when he and while he was in a sani
came home and told his wife
he had been fired from his job
with a local laundry.
But what he regarded as a
catastrophe to the family bud-
get was looked upon by his
wife as a glorious opportunity.
"Why don't we go into the
laundry business ourselves?"
she asked her husband. She
had already been doing clothes
for families on a rate far below
what laundries were charg-
ing.
Brooks agreed, and with his
last seven dollars made a down
payment on a $59 washing
machine. They used the kitch-
en table for an ironing board,
and with a borrowed iron, they
were in business.
MADE tit
The first two weeks the
Brooks' took In just $2.60, but
the third week business took
an upward surge, and they
made eight dollars.
They heated water on a pot-
bellied stove, dried the clothes
in the house in winter and
walked to make pick-ups and
deliveries.
By .1047 the Brooks' were
able to buy washers, pressers
and driers, and business doub-
led. Five years later they add-
ed a unit for shirts,whichen-
able); them to turn out 400
shirts a day.
FORCED TO EXPAND
In 1956, business was still
booming, and Brooks said he
was forced to expand again.
He said, "I never do anything
unless business demands it."
tarium for the next two years,
Mrs. Brooks managed the busi-
ness alone.
"I put God in front." Mrs.
Brooks recalled, "and worked
harder than I ever worked in
my life."
Today, the firm at 1420
Davis St., has all modern
equipment, employs 12 persons





A series of parent-teacher
conferences designed to ac-
quaint parents with the pro-
gram of the school is being
sponsored this year by the
Klondike Elementary school,
and all parents in the area are
invited to participate.
The aim of the conferences
is to promote a closer working
relationship between the home
and the school for the welfare
of the students.
The schedule for the first
series: Second grade, Tursday,
Sept. 21; Third grade, Friday,
Sept. 14; Fourth grade, Thurs-
day, Sept. 20; Fifth grade,
Tuesday, Sept. 18; Sixth grade,
Wednesday. Sept. 19; and
AFTER PICKETING Howard Johnson restau- mass rally In front of the restaurant. Pour
rant on the Durham -I. hapel lilli In North CORE: Freedom Highways participants arrest-
Carolina, some 2,000 persons are seen at the ad for seeking service there are presently serv-




Convention Here Sept. 22
SAMUEL SHEPARD, JR.
The Tennessee Principals'
association has made plans to
hold its 1962 Convention Sat-
urday, Sept. 22, at Manessas
High school, 781 Firestone blvd.
Registration and a coffee hour
II scheduled to start at 8:30
a. 1T1.
The announcement was made
by the president, Louis B. Hob-
son, principal of Manassas High
school. He said, "Local princi-
pals and the executive commit-
tee are planning a challenging
meeting." Theme of the con-
vention is "The Role of the
Principal in Preparing Stu-
dents for America's New Fron-
tiers."
The keynote address is ex-
pected to be delivered by Dr.
Samuel Shepard, jr., director
of elementary education of the
Benneker Group of the St.
Louis, Mo., public schools.
His work with culturally de-
prived children has made him
one of the outstanding educa-
tors of the nation. He has 29
years of experience as a teach-
er - athletic coach, assistant su-
pervisor, director and principal.
A member of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, he won the "Omega
Man of the Year" citation in
St. Louis in 1957; the "Citizen
of the Year" award by the
Mound City Press Club in St.
Louis in 1959; and the "Page-
One-Award" by the St. Louis
Newspaper Guild in 1960.
Three panels have been
scheduled to follow the first
general session. Outstanding






uel Block, a Student Nonvio-
lent Coordinating Committee
field secretary working on
voter registration, has been
threatened and intimidated
here because of his registra-
tion activities. Block's experi-
ences are a • long series of
clashes with Greenwood police
and registration officials.
Some of Block's friends have
asked him to leave Green-
wood because "the white peo-
ple are planning to kill him."
Block refuses to leave. His
trouble first started when he
protested the beating of a local
14-year-old Negro boy, Welton
MeSwine, jr., to the Justice
department. McSwine was tak-
en to the Greenwood police
station after a white woman's
house was broken into and
beaten on the head and
stomach with a blackjack, then
whipped.
Seventh and Eighth grades,
Thursday. Sept. 13.
All conferences will begin
at 3 p In
Miss Anna F. Jones is prin-
cipal of the school, and Mrs.
Cora I. Reid chairman of the
Guidance Committee.
ed fields have been invited to
participate on the panels, which




Shelby Counce, director of
secondary education of the
Memphis public schools, will
head the panel on "Gifted Stu-
dents." Dr. Harbans Singh, pro-
fessor of education at LeMoyne
college; and Dr. Perry Scriv•
ner, professor of education at
Southwestern university.
TEACHERS INVITED
The panel on "Motivation"
will present Dr. Harry Blant-
on, professor of education at-
Tennessee State university;
Dr. W. J. von Lackum, associ-
ate profesor of psychiatry,
University of Tennessee
School of Medicine; Mrs. Lau-
rie Sugarmon of Owen col-
lege, and Miss Elizabeth T.
Hamlin, director of Elementa-
ry Education, Memphis City
schools.
The panel on "Communica-
tion Skills" will have N. A.
Crippens, in-service education
consultant, Tennessee State De-
partment of Education; Mrs.
Velma R. McLemore, professor
of English at LeMoyne college,
and Brother Luke Nfaurelius,
professor of English of Chris-
tian Brothers College of Mem-
phis.
Dr. Shepard will serve as
consultant to the panels.
Persons in education and the
public are invited to attend
the various sessions. A special
invitation is extended to class-






er High school game at Wash-
ington stadium last week was
the first off-the-field casualty
for the newly opened football
season.
Stabbed in the stomach and
about the chest was Ernest
Taylor of 215 S. Third st, who
was taken to John Gaston hos-
pital in fair condition.
,According to Homicide offi-
cials, Taylor was sitting in the
stand with his date when two
other youths began meddling
him and the girl.
Arrested and charged on two
counts of assault and battery
were Mickey Buford, 24, of 433
Glankler and James "Pee
Wee" Williams, 19, of 475
Glankler.
Police said that minor
scrimmages between other
gangs have been reported af-
ter games, but the 'stabbing
last Thursday was the first se-




Shelby County Democratic Club
Onposes Consolidation Charter
The Shelby County Demo-
cratic club went on record as
"opposing" consolidation of
Shelby County and City of
Memphis governments as pro-
posed in a recently published
charter. The club also voted
to "oppose" the suggested Lim-
ited Constitutional Conven-
tion. The opposition was ex-
pressed in two resolutions
unanimously adopted by the
body.
Opposition to the charter and
convention was revealed dur-
ing a meeting of the club at
the UAW Union hall on Walk-
er ave., last Wednesday night.
Explaining why the Shelby
County Democratic club op-
posed a Constitutional Con-
vention was Atty. Russell B.
Sugarmon jr., executive chair-
man of the club.
REAPPORTIONMENT
Sugarmon explained that if
a Constitutional Convention
is held it would give small
counties an opportunity to ob-
tain the ruling power over the
state. He explained further
that there is an obvious at-
tempt to amend the state con-
stitution in order to prevent
reapportionment . . and if
done so, there would not be
grounds for a Federal Court
suit, to enforce reapportion-
ment.
Atty. A. W. Willis jr., a vice
Memphian Killed In Los Angeles
Returned Here For Funeral Tues.
Funeral services for a form-
er Memphian, found shot to
death in Los Angeles, were
held here on Tuesday after-
noon at the chapel of R. S.
Lewis and Sons Funeral Home.
The victim was Odell Wood-
ruff, son of Mrs. Ozie Wood-
cuff of 429 Lucy.
According to a sister, Mrs.
Valadean Wiley, of Los Ange-
les, Mr. Woodruff was shot to
death while on his way ha*
from work.
Charter Commission Chairman
Tells Teachers To 'Make Up
Your Own Minds About Charter'
Sharp and varied questions
concerning the proposed chart-
er for consolidation of Mem-
phis and Shelby County gov-
ernments were asked Charter
Commission Chairman Russell
Wilkinson last Saturday at
Booker T. Washington High
school.
Wilkinson spoke on the pro-
posed charter to a group of
teachers and other school offi-
cials. He had been invited by
the teachers of social studies
in the Negro junior and senior
high schools of Memphis.
The teachers were particular-
ly Interested in Wilkinson's ex-
planations of the provisions of
the provisions of the charter
dealing with the Memphis and
Shelby County school systems.
SAME LEVEL
A typical question:was: "Will
the progress of the city schools
in teachers' salaries, buildings,
and other facilities and serv-
ices be affected should the city
and county school systems be
merged?"
Some questioners voiced the
feeling that they feared a halt
in the progress of the city
schools were being taken to
bring the county schools up to
the same level.
Wilkinson assured them that
in his opinion, there was noth-
ing in the charter plan for con-
solidation that suggested that
Progress would be stopped. He
expressed the view that both
systems would be helped.
NEGRO'S CHANCES
He was questioned about
features of the charter dealing
with the powers of the "strong
Mayor" proposal. He pointed
out that the charter provided
curbs on the power and influ-
ence of the mayor, despite its
provisions to expand the pow-
ers of the mayor.
He stated, in answer to a
question about representation
on the proposed Legislative
Council, that he felt a quali-
field Negro had a good chance
for eleetion to the body. The
question had been raised con-
coring the Negro's chances to
office under the provisions of
the proposed charter, which
will be voted on Nov. 6.
At the request of a spokes-
man for the teachers, Wilkinson
promised that each social stud-
ies teacher in the city will be
provided with a copy of the
more than 200 - page charter
when It ‘Liriaa off the press
Saturday.
He spent more than two
hours with the group explain-
ing the charter, and giving his
views on various questions
raised. He expressed a willing-
ness to appear before the' same
group again or before others
to explain the document.
The teachers addressed Sat-
urday took no position on the
charter. A spokesman explain-
ed that the purpose of the
meeting with Wilkinson was
to get his explanation of the
charter. Wilkinson urged them
to study the features of the
document and make up their
minds about it as individual
citizens.
Police are holding a suspect,
it was reported, but no motive
has been established for the
shooting.
Mr. Woodruff attended La-
Rose Elementary school and
Booker T. Washington High
school and was a veteran of
World War II.
He moved to California
about four years ago, where a
brother and two sisters were
also residing.
Mr. Woodruff is .survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Wiley and
Mrs. Fannie Tucker of Los
Angeles, and three brothers,
William W., and Oliver of
Memphis, and I. B. Woodruff
of Los Angeles,





LeMoyne college is enroll-
ing students this week for the
fall semester.
Sophomores will register
Friday morning, Sept. 14, from
8 to 12: juniors, Friday after-
noon, Sept. 14, from 1 to 4:
seniors, Saturday morning,
Sept. 15, from 9 to 12, and ad-
vanced freshmen, transfer stu-
dents and unclassified stu-
dents, Saturday afternoon, Oct.
15, from 1 to 4.
New freshmen registered
Tuesday of this week and are
now going through an orienta-
tion period.
All classes will start Mon-
day morning, Sept. 17, at 8:30
Tri-State Defender's Story
Leads To Desegregation Of
Air Force School In Arkansas
A report on segregation of
children of Negro airmen at
the Blythesville Air Force base
near Blythesville, Ark., pub-
lished in the Tr -State De-
fender in 1981 has resulted in
the integration of the I2,-grade
Gosnell school just outside the
base.
This week the Arkansas
branch of the NAACP report-
ed that 22 Negro children en-
tered the previously all-white
school without incident or the
threat of suit.
Last year a special bus was
used to transport Negro chil-
dren to the all-Negro elemen-
tary and high schools in Blyth-
ville, while children of white
airmen attended the ultra-
modern-Gosnell school, com-
plete with kindergarten, just
across the highway from the
base,
After enlisted men on the
base were frustrated in their
attempt to get the school, built
with Federal aid, integrated,
one Negro sergeant came to
Memphis to enlist the aid of
the NAACP.
The airman came to the Tri-
State Defender office for direes
tion to the Memphis branch
and a reporter for the weekly
newspaper got the information
from him and published—the
story in the next edition.
L. C. Bates, Arkansas field
secretary, learned about the
matter from reading the Tri-
State Defender and called
from Little Rock to arrange a
meeting with the airman. He
also mailed a copy of the pa
per containing the article to
Clarence Mitchell, director of
the NAACP's Washington Bu-
reau.
Mitchell made vigorous pro-
tests to the Department of De-
fense, the Justice Department,
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare and the
House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, and as a re-
sult the school opened this
year on an integrated basis.
Of the 22 children who en-
tered the school, all but one
was the child of an airman
stationed on the base.
Since the story about condi-
tions of the school appeared.
Negroes on the base have es-
tablished an Air Force branch
of the NAACP with Staff
Sergeant Nathan Hurd as
president
president of the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic club and an as-
sistant attorney for the Char-
ter Commission which draft-
ed the proposed charter, eics
plained provisions in the
charter.
During a question-answer
period following Willis' ex-
planation. someone from the
floor asked, "What are the
chances of Negroes winning
offices under the proposed
charter?"
RUN AT LARGE .
Willis replied: "It was dis-
cussed as such in the charter.
All councilmen will run at
large." The questioner then
remarked, "All power of the
voters will be taken and put
into the hands of a mayor and
councilmen."
Jesse H. Turner, financial
secretary of the club, voiced
opposition to the charter in a
resolution. He stated, "Ne-
groes running will not have a
chance unless he is wanted by
whites. He added, "In the past
we have looked at the Press
Scimitar and the Commercial
Appeal — they want state
rights when dealing with the
Federal government to their
dislike. However, they're not
for such (state rights) as far
as Negroes are concerned."
The resolution to oppose the
proposed charter, did not state
that the Democratic club was
opposed to consolidation of
county and city governments
but opposed the present
charter.
RICH MAN'S COUNCIL
Turner said "Under the char-
ter, the mayor could create a
political machine." Be added,
"It might be more efficiently
operated as proposed — Nazi
Germany was very efficiently
operated--dictatorship is us-
ually very efficient."
Later the charter was re-
ferred to as the 'rich man's
council." The resolution stated
that "an ordinary man could
not afford the expense of run-
ning for the council in a city-
wide or county-wide election."
It was also stated that the
charter would delegate too
much power to the mayor and
councilmen would not have
enough power for "checks and
balance."
Next meeting of the chth




Something new is being of-
fered to Memphians for their
Sunday evening pleasure. It is
live jazz music in the compact
Big-M restuarant at the cces-
ner of Linden Ave. and Wel-
lington St.
Jazz fans, old and young a-
like, crowd into the Big-M to
"dig" the "cool sounds" of Bill
Ford and his Jazz Combo. Bill
himself is on the tenor sax,
Kenney Banks on bass, Benny
Mussel at the piano and col-
lege-boy Gerard Walker is on
drums.
Fans talk in subdued voices
while seated at tables covered
with flaming-red cloths and
sip on cokes, beer or even
something stronger and con-
tribute to the cloud of ciga-
rette smoke hovering over the
spot.
The almost cathedral-like
quiet in occasionally disturb-
ed spasmodically with ap-
plause after the combo's real
"cool" notes "move" them.
Red-jacketed waiters scurry
to and fro catering to the ser-
vice requeste of the jazz-lovers
who set stature-like when the
combo is sounding-off with a
favorite.
So successful have been the
Sunday evening jazz sets that
the Big-M has added Tuesday
and Thursday evening as
"night-out for jazz."
Peace Corps In Ethiopia
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia —
(UPI) — The largest contin-
gent of U. S. Peace Corps
workers, 220 Teachers, arrived
here tp begin their volunteer
jobs.
DEFENDER






AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL
Aug. 21
Mr. and Mi s Bill Haywood,
1457 Apple St.; boy, Alan
Perry. .
Mr. and Mrs Janus Lester,
29'7 Essex; girl, Alison Moni-
que.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Ross, 603
Corbel girl, Erma Michele.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor,
901 Mosby; boy, Maschel De-
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Turner,. 1046 S. Wellington;
boy, Anthony Earle.
Aug. 22
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Allen,
1488 Rayner; boy, Danny Ja-
kade.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins,
P. 0. Box 907, Tunica, Miss.;
girl, Olymptha Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. O'-
Neal, 1358 S. Cooper; boy,
Patrick Leon.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Foster,
654 Jennette; boy, Jerome
Demetrius
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Tip-
ler, 3069 Alta rd.; boy, Steven
DeWain.
Aug. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Bras-
an, 3527,okley rd.; girl, An-
gela Jean,
Mr. Ina- Mrs. Willie Dexter,
Jr., 1393,,_-Taylor; boy, Darel
Keith.
24
Mr.-Ste Mrs. Harris Uniple,
1065 S. Fourth; girl, Patricia
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King,
593 Mississippi; girl, Yolanda
Denise.
Aug. 26
Mr. and Mrs. Ophelia
Townes, 1228 Greenwood; boy,
DeWayne Leo.
Mr. and Mrs. James Turner,
Jr., 1428 Engelwood; girl,
Karen Adell.
Aug. 27
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Pettis,
1213 Arkansas; boy, Joe Willie
Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dester Lee
Price, 2787 Yale; boy, Mark
Dewayne.
Aug. 28
Mr. and Mrs. James Batts,
3082 Fisher; boy, Kenneth
Wayne.
Aug: 29
Mr. an d Mrs. Augusta
Brown, 482 Tillman, Apt. 2;
girl, Casalindra Yvette.
Mr. Arai Mrs. Booker T
Rogers.— 4 S. Parkway east;
girl, Dobeeth Denise.
Mr. all7Mrs; Charles Rus-
sell, 11187%Chicago; boy, Paul
Douglaer...... •
ug 30
Mr. alal!trt: Herman Pow-
ell, 836 tinnie--P1.; boy, Vin-
cent Jennie.
Mr. and Mr8. James Quinn,
2026 Hubert; girl, Brenda Di-
ane.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Shields,




Mr. and Mrs. Elex Jennings.
736 Marable; boy, Anthony
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Curley B.
Lowe, 1496 Oriole; girl, Iris
Lynne.
Mr. and Mel. Lee T. Mosby,
3006 Sax; girl, Susie 'Orelia.
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Harris, 3038 Yale; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert T.
Smith, 1487 Ellington; girl,
Victoria Annette.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Warr, 1083 E. Trigg; boy, Vin-
cent.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Fos-
ter, 1172 Merchant; a girl.
Mr and Mrs. Charles A. Rob-
inson, 506 Pontotoc; boy,
Charles Edward.
Sept. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Percy H. Reed,
209 S. Fourth; boy, James Ed-
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Jen-
nings, 637 Mississippi; boy,
Marvin Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Hal-
liburton; 259 N. Main; girl,
Rita Carol.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Burns, 972 Florida; boy, Allen
Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie L. Col-
lins, 838 Walker; boy, Glenn
Ervin.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Woot-
en, 2586 Deadrick; girl, Joyce
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie John-
son, 2982 Chelsea; girl, Janice
Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Guy,
1614 Hanauer; boy, Wayne
Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Macklin, 1 4 5 0 G i 11 ; girl,
Daphne Etoyl.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Johnson, 862 Barton; boy,
Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Polk, 1320 Brown; boy, Wil-
liam Edward III.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Elliott,
571 Hampton; boy, Tyrone
Curtis.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie B.
Johnson, 418 S. Wellington; a
girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wil-
bourn, 180 W. Mallory; girl,
Rannie.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Tay-
lor, 1151 Brown; boy, Danny
O'Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Rus-
sell, 418 Gaston; boy, Samuel
Leon.
Sept. 3
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Banks, 1117 Texas; boy, Priest-
ly Montgomery
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Nolan,
2197 Castex; girl, Lillian
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Adolph Wil-
son, 365 Mahanna; girl, Ruby
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Rayford Bean,
382 Hernando; girl, Gloria
Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H.
Holt, 2336 Vandale; boy, Clar-
ence Henry.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy H
Farmer, 582 Williams; boy
Reginald Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Clin-
ton, 587 Crump; boy, Rickey
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Emry Brim,
885 Mason; boy, Keith De-
wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fultz,
1486 Havana; girl, Mary Eliza-
beth.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Bar-
ber, 1661 Brookins; girl, Anita
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Martin, 1422 Adelaide; boy,
Kenneth Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray,
1638 Sidney; boy, Julius Gus.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel San-
ders, 442 Foote park; girl,
Pamela.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy L.
Harris, 605 Brown mall; girl,
Audrey Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Ballard, 289 Dixie mall; girl,
Blanche Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Crawford, 1029 N. Manassas;
girl, Tern Lynne.
Sept. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Albert
956 Emmie; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
back, 687 Hanley; boy,
Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
806 S. Parkway; boy,
Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy E. Shot-
well, 1079 S. Summerville;
boy, Tony Rene.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Logan, 297 Walker; boy, Regi-
nald Rene.
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Blakeley, 2127 Hunter; girl,
Twana Rose.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Harris,
1187 James; boy, Floyd Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Hassell,
176 Silverage; boy, Samuel.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bell,
1212 Woodlawn; boy, Marvin
Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Ray,
31 W. Desoto; girl, Pearlie
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L.
Williams, 2242 Howell; boy,
Christopher MichaeL
Sept. 5
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Mitch-
ell, 408 E. Trigg; boy, William
Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ware,
885 Mason; girl, Brenda De-
nise.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Park-
er, 1842 Keltner; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Guy, 677
Buntyn; boy, Joe Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Clear,
1051 Tupelo; boy, Kenneth
Earl.






man, 2293 Shasta; girl, Cons-
tance Clarisa.
Sept. II
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr,
405 Edith; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L Wil-
liams, 236 Pauline pl., east;
boy, Anthony Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Grandberry, 845 Lane; boy,
Eric Sims.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L.
Parkes, 679 McKinley; boy,
Henry Lemuel Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew L.
McCraven, 259 Cambridge;
boy, Fredrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kim-
brough, 1500 Davis; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Woods, 370 N. Dunlap; girl,
Patricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L.
Rodgers, 253 Ingram; girl,
Brenda Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Neal,
2872 Douglas; girl, Sandra
Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Smith,
1328 N. Willette; boy, Wil-
liam RusselL
' Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Withers, 4971/2 Hampton; a
boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L.
Kinkle, 575 S. Lauderdale;
girl, Angeles Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sum-
mer, 1378 Eloise; a girl.
Sept. 7
Mr. and Mrs. James Curry,
1349 N. Willett; boy, Jeffery
Bernard.
A BIG PAT ON THE BACK is being given
to W. B. Benson, second from right, by his
fellow workers after he won a trip to the
National Insurance Association's convention
for writing $250,000 worth of insurance in
six months, he is employed at University
Life Insurance company. At the left is Jack
920 N. Front; girl, Mary Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnell Crit-
ton, 1410 Keating; boy, Tony
Deloyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl I. Phil-
lips, 1674 McMillan; girl, Tara
Ron ique.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Bak-
er, 399 S. Orleans; girl, Phyllis
Lynnette. • lir
Mr. and Mrs. Lee E. Mosley, Mr. and Mrs. Royland J.




SECRETS OF THE CELLS! SHAME
OF INMATES! BABIES BORN IN
JAILS! INNOCENTS THROWN IN
WITH FEMALE BULLY-BOYS!!!
110115ENVOMEN
=Lb KNIGHT•NaerDUGGAN. pit= FORD seen NICHOLS. 004C0f1HAYES•iow COOPER
— PIA'S —
ALAN
iMMI • LAM ENTERPOLSES PROOUCTON • A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE
PLYNNION-VALIANT DEALERS ARE ALL MAKING
ON EVERY BRAND-NEW
PLYMOUTH & VALIANT!
A. J. THOMAS, inc.
OPEN NITES & SUNDAY






Customers Will Receive Benefits of low Overhead!
Also French Provincial and 18th Century Furniture!
Tools 88C each
If You Need Credit
Come By And See Us
Johnson, assistant agency director, Ernest
I,. Young, ordinary supervisor, Benson who
Is being congratulated; and J. W. McKinney,
district manager. Benson wwho has been em-
ployed in the insurance busines 11 years,
lives at 1926 Freemont Ave. with his wife.
LeEleanor, and their son.
Acey, 534 Edith; boy, Kenneth
Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cleve-
land, 631 St. Paul; boy, Mi-
chael Antonio. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Gennie Lev-
ston, 669 E. Waldorf; girl,
Gloria Dean.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley E.
Davis, 1329 Yazoo ct.; girl, Jo
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Wheeler,
2830 Park; girl, Sonia Ver-
leria.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Adams,
1482 Doris; boy, Michael An-
dre.
"the world agrees on1Gilbey's, please'
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gm. CO Proof. 100% Grain Neutral F.pirits.W. & A.
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Beautician To
Offer Aid In •
Make-Up Choice
Mrs. Mildred Owen, beauty
consultant, has opened a cos-
metic studio at 300 E. McLe-
more, and offers a complete
line of beauty aids.
At present she is featuring
a free demonstration to help
women select the correct type
beauty care for them.
During the demonstration,
the skin is properly cleansed
and the correct shades of
make-up base, powder, eye
shadow and lipstick selected
for the individual.
Assisting in the cosmetics
department is Mrs. Annette
Yarbrough, who has had train-
ing in the line, and Mrs. Betty
Chatman Farmer is in the
beauty shop as a specialist in
hair styling, along with Miss
Patricia Jones.
The studio is completely air
conditioned. In the beauty sa-
lon are air-conditioned hair
dryers, complete styling booths
and a manicure unit.
The shop carries a line of














Plus Top Value Stamps
HUNTERH FULLY COOKED — 14 to 184b. Avg:alliS Shank *all or Bolt Portion tb.
Fresh-Picnics b. 2 9'
TENDERAY BEEF
Chuck Steaks39c
All Popular Priced Soft Drinks, looledbig
With Moon and SSA
additional purchase,





















All populat•Hro• •oft drink.,
Including
COKES °C°74 89'
With skis tour,' and 65.90 ael•
ditionol putt-ha", essluding
tebesee, Memphis Area end
West, Memphis, through Wed.
Sept. 19. Lirell one.
V•LUAISLE
COUPON
GOOD FOR 2$ FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
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A VERY PROMINENT MIN-
ISTER told the women in his
congregation last Sunday that
if their husbands were not as
affectionate as they once were
—"Don't accuse them of run-
ning around with other wom-
en. Maybe they are worried
about those bills.
A NEW EXECUTIVE SEC-
RETARY is expected at the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
in the near future to fill the
vacancy created when Mr.
Fred Joseph resigned the last
of August. Since Mr. Joseph
left, Mr. Kenneth Whalum has
been holding forth.
COUNTY VOTERS aredr speaking out louder and loud-
er against the idea of their
government becoming consoli-
dated with the City of Mem-
phis' government. We can
readily understand why. Who
gives up power without a
fight?
WILLIAM FARRIS, the city
commissioner who recently
made an unsuccessful run for
the governor's seat, is being
mentioned very frequently as
"good for mayor." Mayor
Henry Loeb is rather quiet
about the mayoralty race.
THE NASHVILLE ELITE
GIANTS came to Memphis
last weekend, ate dinner at
the expense of the Semi Pro
League and got back into their
cars and returned to Nashville.
The truth of the situation is
the Elite Giants came here to
0, play the Semi Pro League's1962-63 championship team
last Sunday .. . but the game
was rained out.
SOMETHING MUST BE




Six of the Memphis Board
of Education employees re-
ceiving promotions this month
are graduates of LeMoyne
college.
LeMoynites elevated to high-
er positions are Joseph West-
brook jr., Mrs. Mary Riley
al Brooks, Mrs. Sallie C. Barthol-
omew, Mose Walker jr., Otto
L. Lashley a n d Ernest B.
Abron.
Westbrook was promoted
from assistant principal of
Booker T. Washington High
to supervisor of secondary
schools in t h e city, Mrs.
Brooks from assistant princi-
pal-teacher at Hyde Park ele-
mentary to principal of Pros-
pect Elementary and Mrs.
Bartholomew from teacher at
Hamilton Elementary to act-
ing principal of Merrill Ele-
mentary.
Walker was elevated from
teacher at Douglass to acting
assistant principal of Booker
T. Washington High, Lashley
from teacher at Hamilton High
to assistant principal of Doug-
lass High, and Abron from
teacher at Hamilton High to









I BR 4-0942 I
911 Rayner St.
intelligent city policemen who
don't have the common decen-
cy of addressing Negroes at
human beings. Reference is
made here to the two police-
men who cursed and abused
the director of Foote Homes
Park and the youngster play-
ing in the park just before it
closed for the summer.
SOME COLOR is missing
from the Prep League's school
of coaches. Earl "Porgy"
Wynn has been blasted by a
bum ticker. We hope that






Mental Health Society, 3426
Plaza ave., has made plans to
hold an open meeting on
Childhood Mental Illness at
the Tennessee Psychiatric hos-
pital, Tuesday, Sept. 18, start-
ing at 8 p.m.
The announcement was made
by Mrs. L. B. Dow, chairman
of the committee for Emotion-
ally Disturbed and Mentally
Ill Children.
Featured speakers at the
meeting are expected to be
Michael Freelund, program di-
rector of Childhood Mental
Illness o' the National Asso-
ciation of Mental Health; and
Sam Rutherford. director of
the Children's Bureau here in
Memphis.
Mrs. Dow said "the unmet
needs of emotional disturbed
and mentally ill children are
great in our community." She
added, "many of these children








FIRE & AUTO LIABILITY
W. A. STINNETTE
GLOBAL TRAVEL'AGENCY, recently tensed, la the first
Negro travel agency in the mid-south. Officers of the new
enterprise are shown with officials of air lines. Left to
right are Jesse H. Turner, president of the Global Travel
Jackie Robinson To Speak At
Freedom Dinner In Birmingham
The Alabama Christian Move-
ment for Human Rights headed
by the Rev. Fred L. Shuttles-
worth, finalized committee as-
signments for the Sixth An-
nual Convention of the South-
ern Christian Leadership Con-
ference scheduled to meet here
September 25-28.
SCLC's Martin Luther King
will tieadline a galaxy of top
names in the civil rights move-
ment including Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell and
Jackie Robinson who will be
there. Other nationally known
personalities scheduled to ap-
pear are Dr. Whitney Young
of the National Urban League;
Wiley Branton, formerly of
Pine Bluff, Ark. and now Di-
rector of the Voter Education
Project; Dr. William Stuart
Nelson of Howard university
and Anne Braden of the South-
ern Conference Educational
Fund, New Orleans.
The four day convention will
be highlighted by the First
Annual Freedom Dinner with
Hall of Earner Jackie Itobinson
as the principal speaker.
Wives of the Freedom Fight-
ers will be especially honored
at the dinner to be held in the




ently abroad, will be the prin-
cipal speaker on "Awards
Night". Dr. W. G. Anderson,
young osteopath and leader of
the Albany Movement will be
honored as the "individual who
has contributed most to the
nonviolent movement in the
South."
The Montgomery Improve-
ment Association of Montgom-
ery, Alabama will receive the
award for the organization
"that has tenaciously sub-
scribed to nonviolent princi-
ples in the face of the harshest
opposition." Formerly led by
King and Abernathy, the MIA
is now headed by Dr. S. S. from Southern University and
Seay completed most of his require-
Much speculation has arisen
from.Birmingham being chosen
as the site of the SCLC meet.
There has been some mild con-
firmation that a major direct
action project is in the hopper
for this hard-core city. Dr.
King declined to comment ex-
cept to say "We expect this to
be our most meaningful Con-
vention."
Agency, E. C. Allen, manager of United Air Lines; Leroy
Porter, manager of the travel agency; Charles C. Nixon,
Sr., and Dan M. Kidney, both of American Air Lines.







Thar• Ili a reason why potash,
lik• to de busin•ss with es. YOu,
toe, will Ilk. our cOuttapoUll treat-
itt•nt and d•stir• to tgltlp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
Saturdays i1:00 to 100
DIXIE FINANCE co.
Hom• Owned Hom• Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
lik• to tot t•tt to Y
loan requisst''
E•amined and Supervis•d by
it. State Deportment of
In•uranc• end Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
•
Owen College President C.
L. Dinkins this week an-
nounced the addition of three
new members tb the faculty.
George Calvin Grant, a 1959
graduate of Owen College,
joins the faculty as librarian.
He received the bachelor's de-
gree from Morehouse college
and the master's degree in Li-
brary Science from Atlanta
University,
At Owen, Grant was presi-
dent of the Student Council
and very active in campus or-
ganizations.
Patrick N. Robinson will
teach physical science. A na-
tive of I Opelousas, La., he




i"rp•nciable • Courteous S•refc•
JA 54734
Call anytime. Middle of the night or middle of the day, it
makes no difference. Call anytime.
Our people and equipment are always on the job to see that you
get the most in convenience and pleasure from your phone. And
at the least possible cost, always.
Southern Sell
Letloyne Alumnilreer Children
Boosting Grace Feted At Party
Bumbry Concert On Back Lavii
headed by Mrs A. L. Weath-
ers, is joining the college in
its promotion of a fall concert
featuring Grace Bumbry in
Bruce Hall on Oct. 12 at 8:30
m.
LeMoynites attending the
monthly meeting of the club
last Sunday agreed to sell
tickets to the concert which
will be the top event of the
season. Mrs. Mabel H. Hud-
son was appointed chairman
of this project.
Miss Bumbry, the most
sought-after mezzo-soprano in
the world today, was featured
in the Pittsburgh Courier last
week. S h e recently gave a
"command performance" at the
White House at the invitation
of Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy.
A native of St. Louis, she
has been a sensation its Ger-
many, France and Japan.
ments toward the master's de-
gree at Atlanta University.
Robinson is married to the
former Miss Gladys Samuels
of Memphis and is a member
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni-
ty.
McCann Reid will serve as
English and French instructor.
He attended Oakwood College
at Huntsville, Ala. and re-
ceived a bachelor pf science
degree in journalism from
Boston university.
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Greer of
1584 S. Parkway east honoredA
their son and daughter, Janie*
and Jarvis, .at an exciting
birthday party on the spacicalia.
back lawn of their Anierioan4
style home recently.
The lawn was decorated with.:.
attract ive party-style baliOng..,..)
Tables were covered with, blue
and white linen tablecloths.
The children listened and
danced to music suitable for
young people and played nu-
merous games.
Refreshments included the
chocolate birthday cake, ice
cream, frappe, nuts, candies and
party favors.
THE GUESTS
Guests included Rovetta and 41
Chiquitta Haygood, Michelle ,
and Joey Campbell, • Larry -
Blackmon, Delores and-Walter -
Henson, Jr., Sharon and" Greg-
ory Siggers and Rhonda, Ver-
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Have Carnation Evaporated Milk;
in your shopping bag! Mystery !
shopper pays for all your groceries— ;
if you qualify!
If the mystery shopper stops you, he will ask you a
question. You must answer his question correctly. If
you have bought Carnation Evaporated Milk, and if
you answer the question correctly, Carnation will pay
for all the groceries you purchased on that shopping
trip!
Who knows where the mystery shopper will be next?
Who knows when he will select you-at your store!
There's a Carnation mystery shopper in your city-
your neighborhood-right now!
Have Carnation in your shopping bag-the healthy
family milk! The milk with extra Vitamin D to help
your children build sound teeth and bones. The richer,
thicker, creamier milk in the red-and-white can. The
world's favorite evaporated milk, by far! "Ito. Contented Cows"
•
—11ass.
TINY CONTESTANTS — The women of Ward
Chapel AME church will present the winning
child in a Baby Contest now in progress
and which will he climaxed at the Calendar





When First Baptist Church
in Birighampton, 2849 Broad
at., celebrate its annual
Women's, Day, Sunday, Sept.
16 at_3p.m., Mrs. Willie Mae
L. Taylor, is scheduled to de-
liver the, main address.
Mrs. Taylor is noted for het
community and religious work.
She is employed as an agent
in personal service in Home
Demonstrations in Grenada,
Miss. Recently, she was select-
ed as One of the 20 women who
presented a portrait of Abra-
ham Lincoln to President John
F. Iterinedy in Washington,
D.C. She is a member of the
executive board of the Taborian
hospital in Mound Bayou, Miss.
She is -also president of the
State Taborian Hospital aux-
iliary and president of the
State Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs.
In 1939 Mrs: Taylor was co-
author of a published book of
poetry. She is an ardent worker
in Powell Chapel AME church
in Grenada where she is a
member.
A graduate of Alcorn college,
. Mrs. TaYlor has done advance
siudies at the University of
Wisconsin and Tuskegee In-
stlltute.
:The public is invited to e-
vict the celebration. Rev. H.
C: Cherry is the church's pastor.
:
(iintestants on front row are Tibbs and
Novell Jackson and Bertrand Walker. Stand-
ing on second row, from left, are Shelia Guy,
Dona Copeland and Julienne Falls. On back
row, same order, are Kenneth Clayton, Tanta
Wells and Annella campbell.
MIL WILLIE MAE TAYLOR
Women's Day At
Prospect Church
ARLINGTON, Tenn. — An-
nual Women's Day was ob-
served at New Prospect AME
church Sept. 2. The main ad-
dress was delivered by Miss
Vennie M. Scates, a Shelby
County school teacher who










GOLDEN RULE BAPTIST CHURCH
- Rev. Morris Payne, Pastor
841 POLK STREET
'SUNDAY SCHOOL  9:30 A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP.  11:00 A.M.
Devotion  Deacon
Semen Pastor
6:30 B  T.U. 110 ....Evening Service
COLLINS CHAPEL CHURCH
•Rev. David S. Cunningham, Pastor
Suit. Shen  9 30 A m.
Morning Wo,hip  105t A M .
PASTOR MESSAGE
Series Of Sermons For 5 WI,s•
T•ie Gen•rol Thiens•-REMARKABLES
C.V.F 6 P.M.
Eve. horshin  7:30 
P.M.
R•v. Dovici S. Cunningham





9.'0 A A  Sunday School
11:00 A.M. Mottling Worship
M••sag• Delivered By. Postor —REV. BRADY JOHNSON
6,31:rP.64. 




Registration for the fall
term at the Baptist Industrial
College and Seminary of Her-
nando, Miss., will be held on
Monday, Sept. 24, at 8:30 a.m.,
according to the president, the
Rev. Charles W. Guy.
Persons may enroll for high
school, junior college and spe-
cial evening courses. Special
classes, are available for slow
learners.
The school will provide
room and board to students
who wish to live on the cam-
pus.
The Rev. Guy will offer
scholarships to deserving stu-
dents.
DEFENDER




In an effort to enrich and
stimulate culture in the com-
munity, the Friendship Bap-
tist Church Educational De-
partment will present Mrs.
Sadie Hunter in an audio-
visual tour of more than a doz-
en European countries on
Sunday night, Sept. 16, start-
ing at 7:30.
Mrs. Hunter, a native of
Chattanooga, is an instructor
in the business education de-
partment at Tennessee State
university.
She was among a group of
10 persons sent by the U.S.
State Department of Education
to establish business educa-
tion departments in European
countries.
While establishing them,
Mrs. Hunter went on extensive
tours of Asia, Africa and the
Scandinavian countries.
Films made during these
travels will be shown during
the program. The public is in-
vited to the church at 1355




"Do Teenagers of the AME
Church Have Problems?" was
the topic discussed by mem-
bers of t h e Richard Allen
Youth Council when they me
recently at Grear Chapel AME
church.
Following the meeting, re-
freshments were served.
The council's next meeting
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MITI Mt RIF CATALOG 87
SPRINGER FISIION UNIFORMS
7111 St.. LE. n steam St., S.W.
Wallington 1.1).6. Attains S, Sures
SPECIAL SALE — 582 VANCE
so% REDUCTION ON HAND TAILORED
CHOIR ROBES Limited Number
BODDEN TAILORING CO.
OSLO FAMED YOU NEED HELP NOW — NOT NEXT YEAR
SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
REV. C. W. F. JEFFERSON
Depressed Worried • Broken Hearted, Lonely,
Unhappy, Unnatural PerdIrrgs, Need Lov• -
Money Problems
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL •
MYSTIC SEER
Writ• 431 East 44th • Call WA 4.0522 • ChIeSts—ge 53, Ill.
Christ Temple Church Of Christ (Holiness)
907 South Lauderdale Street
Christ Temple Church will render a Junior Choir "Musts Veep*.
Hour at 7:30 P.M. on Sunday, Septeelver 23, 1962.
Sls. Vernal Stuart Is tk• Director of thI• Verith Group.
Th. Public Is Welcome
REV. JAMES C. STUART, JR., Pastor
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH MAGNOLIA
REV. F. W. WYNE, Pastor — 1518 S. Cooper
First Baptist Church Magnolia WIII Be Observing Their
Annifal Women's Day Service, September IS, Third Sun-
day Morning and Afternoon.
Mrs. Josephine S. Dewy will be the 3 P.M. Guest Speaker,
A Member of the Kerr Ave. Baptist Church.
Mts. Ever Lee Reed Chair Ullif
WS. Mandel! Wooden Co. Chair Lae
REV. F. W. WYNE, Pastor
COMING TO LECTURE about
her travels in Africa, Asia and
Europe during a program at
Friendship Baptist church on
Sunday night, Sept. 16. is Mrs.
FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST CHURCH
SEPTEMBER 16, 1962 at 7.30 P.M.
F•atures MRS. SADIE HUNTER
Sesin•gg Education Instructor at Tonne's** A & I Stale University
and Ronoonod World Travelog, In an Educational Tour of Thirty
European Countries via Audio-Visual Aids
Rev. W. A. SUGGS, Paster 1355 Mantles Armee
CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
1137 Louisville ELDER E. DICKERSON, Pastor
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9.30 A.M.
Morning Worship  1 1:00 A.M.
Devotion D•ocon
CONGREGATION SINGING
Sermon  Elder E Dick•rson, Postor
630 15  
P.M w.
8:00 P.M. EvienIng Wert•hip
M•ssog•  , . Pastor
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
290 Tillman Street
REV. W. SUGGS, Paster
9:30  SUNDAY SCHOOL
11.00 A 'A MORNING WORSHIP
DEVOTION DEACONS
PROCESSIONAL CHOIRS
MESSAGE BY THE PASTOR




955 SOUTH 4th ST. REV. WILLIAMS PASTOR
930 A.A4  Sunday School
1100 A.M.  Morning Worship
REV. WILLIE G. WILLIAM WILL DELIVER THE MESSAGE
4:00 P.M a  T.U.
7:30 P.M. .... 2nd Sunday Each Month Host of Visiting Choir's .
and groups













Sadie Hunter, a member of the
faculty of Tennessee State uni-
versity. Here Mrs. Hunter is
seen In African garb. This
photograph was made in Ni-
geria.
o* I .. knot dP:ios1SAVE g ..milk




atm)rj CART HOME SAVINGS!
MIDWEST MILK




The Wonsan Society Of
Christian Service at Centenary
Methodist church gave a "Back
To College Tea" in honor of
the college students who ar,.:
members of the church's con-
gregation. The tea was held in
the church's E. J. Cox hall
recently.
The college students were
greeted individually by church
members attending the Sea.
Among the honorees attend-
ing were: Ommie Nelms, the
church's Christian worker for
the summer, who is a student
at Dillard University, his home
is in Houston, Tex.; Miss An-
nie McGhee, a student at Mor-
gan State college; Miss Jac-
queline Moon, Miss Amy Mc-
if airy, Miss Carol McNeil,
Nevenson Jones, Jr, all of
Tenneuee A & I State col-
lege; Paul and Freddie Joseph.EL
James Gordon and CalveneW
Sanders of Central State col-
lege, John Clayborn, Langston
university; Robert Fouchee,
Hampton Institute, Carol Clay-
born Johnson, LeMoyne col-
lege; Donald Brownlee. rut-
kegee Institute; Howard Hunt,
Jr., Memphis State universi-
ty and Mr,. Dora Etta Roberts,
LeMoyne college.
Mrs. Jennie Crosby and Mrs.
C. J. Covington were hostess-
es. Mrs. Elizabeth Townsend
is president of the Women's
Society of Christian Services,
Mrs. M. G. Donoho is secre-
tary of student work; and
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr. is
the church's pastor.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vence Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tomas**
YOUR Company Makes What Yam Ask For Ani








Over 300 is items drastically
reduced! Don't Wait!
Go NOW to your favorite
Quality Stamps Redemption
Center and take advantage
of this sale!!
For Quality Gifts
Anytime Of The Year
consult your































































































































SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1962 
DEFENDER
• by NAT D. WILLIAMS
MU LE Y MULATTOES
Down in Louisiana last
week, a bunch of mulattoes
joined the anvil chorus pro-
testing the integration of oth-
er Negro children with their
(mulatto) offspring, in the
schools of the area.
Now at the outset, for the
benefit of modern people, who
may have forgotten that such
a thing as a mulatto is still in
existence, or may never have
been conscious of such a crea-
ture, it might be well here
to describe the term. A mu-
latto, according to the diction-
ary, "is the offspring of pa-
rents of whom one is white
and the other a Negro; adj. 2.
m•, having a light-brown color
11/). (similar to the skin of a mu-
latto . . ."'
OTHER NEGROES
For further clarification, a
bit of the historical back-
ground of the Louisiana breed
of mulatto might be in order
here. They are associated
with the notorious creoles of
the days of slavery. The rec-
ord shows that they were
more or less deliberately bred
(particularly the women) to
be the playthings of the white
male slave owners. Through
the dark practices of misceg-
enation the breed was perpet-
uated. They were given pref-
erential treatment on the
slave plantations and in the
towns and cities. Many were
taught to read a n d write.
Some acquired property . . .
even to owning other Negroes
as slaves. light-skinned Negroes includ-
They acquired a dialect, a
mixture of English, African,
Indian, and other tongues to
develop a patois (provincial
form of speech) of their own.
The white folk generally set
them apart from other Ne-
groes.
When slavery ended, the
mulattos lost some status
among the white folk . . .
who started lumping all Ne-
groes together . . . even if
they contained only one drop
of so-called Negro blood in
their veins. But in their own
estimation, the Louisiana mu-
lattos (creoles) remained a'
separate and "peculiar" peo-
ple . . . so far as other Ne-
groes are concerned.
THEIR MINDS
For years they have proud-
lily and stubbornly worn the
questionable aura of their bas-
tardy. But with the increas-
ing literacy and mobility of
the mass of Negroes . . . with
the apparently diminishing
emphasis on colour among a
growing class of Negroes, and
with the national movement
toward integration, most folk
have begun to shove the pre-
tensions of the color-conscious
mulatto into t h e backs of
their minds.
Now, here comes this bunch
down in Louisiana, breaking
out of their cane and cotton
patches to tell the world again
how backward they are about
the value of a man's skin
coloring.
It seems utterly ridiculotis
to witness the spectacle of a
group of Negroes, who be-
cause of the accident of birth,
resisting the efforts of other
Negroes, who because of the
Akaccient of birth leaving them
airof darker hue, to raise their
status by giving their chil-
dren better educational ad-
vantages.
RACE PREJUDICE
The white folk who actively
resist school integration are
acting dumb enough. But it
just seems dumber for a group
of Negroes to take such a
"white" position. It seems
dumber because even light-
skinned Negroes know some-
thing intimate about what it
means to be a Negro in Amer-
ica today. Despite their lighter
skins, and however hard they
try to disassociate themselves
from other Negroes, mulattoes
too, have felt some of the sear-
ing heat of race prejudice.
And that's why it seems so
dumb for them to join any
movement to deny their
brothers in distress and
spiritual suffering, a chance
for relief. They ought to know,
evenmore than the whites,
how the Negro feels in gene-
ral.
Of course, it is an inescapa-
ble fact that intra-racial prej-
udice is almost as rampant as
inter-racial prejudice in the
United States. There are still
too many Negroes who be-
lieve differences in shades of
color make differences in in-
dividual worth. Too many
still think that an extra kink
in another Negro's hair, makes
him something different as a
human being. That's the con-
dition of most whites.
Despite the fact that the
word "black" is virtually
majority of Negroes are black
or dark-brown, the evil of
color prejudice is so strong
among even them that the
word "black" is virtually
taboo when used respectfully
to describe an individual's
skin color. Negro women and
girls still find it to their ro-
mantic, social, financial and
job advantage to be as light-
skinned as possible. She may
be "dark" but never "black."
but never 'black." SRat-hv?
That's why the skin-whitener
and hair straightener business
flourishes so lavishly on the
"Negro market."
But to conclude a matter
that could be book-length in
description, it seems that
ing Louisiana creoles ought to
come off that cloud zero too
many of them ride and get
hep to the happenings and
stop being so mulishly stub-
born about it. Now, what-
chubet .
GROCERY AND SNACK BAR
FOR SALE -In well eisvolep•el
Area, Grossing 547,000 yeorly.
Must s•Il du• to other venture.
Cask PrIc• - Fully
Equipped with Small Stock Call












The Hyde Park Housewife
league held its Educational pro-
gram at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. D. L. Braswell, 2168 Sto-
vall ave., last Friday night.
Participating on the program
were Thurgood Northcross who
gave a welcoming address; Miss
Dorothy Bishop, who sang a
song; Miss Thelma Bishop, who
also sang; Miss Shirley Mitch-
ell, who recited a poem, and
Miss Agretta Crivens, who
gave a reading.
Miss Ruth Lesley presented
graduates with tokens from the
Housewife's league.
Mrs. Josephine Williams is
the leader of the League's
Youth department.
Receiving the 1962 educa-
tional awards were Misses
Thelma Crivens, Shirley Mit-
chell and Maureen Chism.
Among guests attending were
Mrs. Thurgood Northcross, Wil-
liam L. Ross, Thurgood North-
cross, jr., Miss Emily J. Wil-
liams, Eddie Brown, jr., Miss
G. Bishop, Miss Annie Bras-
well, Miss Alva Crivens and
Edgar Chism, jr.
Among members attending
were Mesdames Ella Ross,
Hortense J. Crivens, Bertha
Mitchell, Mary Braswell, Jo-
sephine Williams, Ruth Boyd,
Freddie Mitchell, Laura Speed
and A. Chism.
Pre-election coverage of vital
politioal issues is being pre-
sented on NBC-TV in "The
Campaign and the Candidates."
From now through election eve,
these programs in the public
interest will explore the Amer-
ican political scene and report
on the conduct of individual
campaigns and discuss why
certain states and districts are




Thank you for the kindness
that was , shown us when our
home was destroyed by fire
last April.
Please inform the many
churches, friends, neighbors
and readers that we are deep-
ly grateful to them for their
wonderful spirit of Christiani-
ty that was exhibited when
they read of our disaster.
Thanks to all of you, our
home has been rebuilt.






Some time this month Wil-
liam Worthy, correspondent
for the Baltimore Afro-Ameri-
can, must return to U. S. Dis-
trict Court in Miami, Florida to
face a sentence of up to five
years in prison, a fine of $5,000,
or both, for the unprecedented
"crime" of coming home to his
native land without a pass-
port. He was convicted in a
two-hour trial on August 8.
Both before sentencing and
during the protracted appeals,
the Negro community must let
President Kennedy know that
this unwarranted prosecution
places a serious blot upon the
civil rights record of his Ad-
ministration. The attack on Mr.
Worthy is an attack on all of
us. Consequently, we must re-
act, individually and collec-
tively, with uncompromising
force and vigor.
If this conviction should
stand, any of us could tomor-
row be denied the right to
visit Africa, Asia or Latin
America to see for ourselves
what is happening, and to re-
turn home and tell our neigh-
bors what we learned. Even
the Negro clergy could be for-
bidden to travel abroad on
church business.
Let there be no mistake.
This is a vindictive and dis-
criminatory prosecution, stem-
ming directly from Mr. Wor-
thy's dispatches to his news-
paper. We must look for jus-
tice in this case to the White
House and the Department of
Justice.
I believe it is the special
responsibility of the Negro
press to take up the cudgels
for Mr. Worthy to vindicate
his constitutional right to re-
enter his own country without
a passport. We must explain
the First Amendment issues
to the public and keep abreast
of every development in this
important case.
Those of your readers in-
terested in supporting Mr.
Worthy's defense may protest
directly, by letter and telegram,
to President Kennedy, and also
to their senators and congress-
,men, In addition, petitions
which are addressed to the
President are available from
the Committee for the Freedom
of William Worthy. Suite 301,
217 West 125th street. New
York 27, N.Y. Contributions,
large and small, to help fight
this case are welcome. On each
petition there is space for the
signatures of 25 Negro citizens.
Who among us, young or old,
cannot get at least one peti-





OAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI)
— Firemen from two stations
here rushed out in response to
two false alarms and returned
to find that $202 had been tak-
en from their wallets.
Have A Clearer, Lovelier Complexion
FREE Demonstration
See for yourself how clearly it Is to have smoother, lighter, clearer
skin, when you cleanse and care for it properly. Learn the secret of
how to select the makeup shades that are most becoming to your skin
tone and how to apply them correctly to make., -
you look your lovliest. You'll be amazed r -
and delighted with your new found beauty ;
when you do.
Mrs. Mildred Owen, Beauty Consultant, in-'
vites you to the new Lucky Heart Cosmetics
Studio for a Free Skin Care and Makeup
Demonstration using Lucky Heart Cosmetics
and Color-Keyed Makeup. There is no charge
or obligation and yen will be given personal t`
attention. This offer is limited, so phone
for your Demonstration Appointment today.
For your Appointment phone Wil 8-8689 and
tell them that you haven Free Demonstration
Coupon from the Tri-State Defender. Your
appointment will be arranged quickly. Phone
Lucky Heart Cosmetics Studio
300 E. Md.enore Phone Tril 8-8689
ei11111111111118118111111188811811811118111881811 1111181 111
FREE DEMONSTRATION COUPON
" This Coupon, when fillsri in bor,w, Lucky .Heart Cosmetics Studio, 1
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Campaign and the Candidates,'
which NBC News and Special
Events is producing the series
for the sponsor, The Savings
and Loan Foundation, features
John Chancellor as anchor-man.
A public forum, entitled
"Newspapermen. as Critics of
Memphis" has been planned
for Sunday, Sept. 16, at 7:30
p. m., by Centenary Methodist
churches Commission of Chris-
tian Social Service, 87:0 Mis-
sissippi blvd.
Panelists for the forum will
be: Robert Ratcliffe, city edi-
tor of Memphis World, Thad-
deus P. Stokes, editor of the
Tri State Defender, and repre-
sentatives from the Commer-
cial Appeal and the Press Sem-
itar.
The forum will be the first
step in a depth survey of
Memphis from a cosmopolitan
point of view, of the needs
of Memphis in helping to make
it a better city. During the
forum the city's weak points
as well as its strong points
will be dicussed.
Pastor of Centenary, the
Rev. James M. Lawson, jr.,
said: "The forum will help
••••••••••• Suffers Broken
iNotwithstanaing Legs At Baptist
ConventionBy
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The big question which ap-
pears to have voters gazing in-
to crystal balls is . . . what
will emerge from the boiling
political pot during the No-
vember General Election? Will
it be a stew of questionable
character? Or will it be a
pudding of enviable delight?
It is difficult to judge at
this time with any appreci-
able degree of accuracy what
will emerge. However we can
readily tell the two main in-
gredients went into the pot.
They are a proposed charter
for the consolidation of the
governments of the City of
Memphis and Shelby County,
and a proposal for a Limited
Constitutional Convention.
STAR CHAMBER
At this time it appears that
not as many Memphians are
not diametrically opposed to
the provisions set forth in the
proposed charter is that it rea-
dily lends itself to the estab-
lishment of a political machine
more daring than Hitler and
Mussolini would have dream-
ed up in their wildest dictator-
ial schemes.
Number two item on the op-
position list is the mayor
would be invested with too
much power. Third item of
opposition is the election of
the 12 councilmen at large—
rather than from districts. It
has been expresed that to
elect councilmen at large
would be aiding and abet-
ting the establishment of a
star—chamber of the idle rich
who could easily use their good
office to promulgate "class and
caste," to the chargrin of the
have-nots.
POLITICAL FORTRESS
Fourth item of opposition
expresed is that the heads of
demonstrate that Christian
churches can be dynamically
involved in helping to make
Memphis a better place.
The church can engage in a
dialogue with other city agen-
cies to speak to citizens about
their civic responsibility.
Heading the churches com-
mission of Christian social
service is Miss Addie Golden.
The public is urged to at-
tend.
FREE-Your Choice of Royal Typewriter
er Sylvania Clock Radio
II S
Special!
the seven administrative de-
partments could possibly per-
petuate themselves in office
for life while members of
boards and commissions could
be used as the inter guards
of the impenetrable political
fortress.
It appears that more city
dwellers favor the proposed
charter than their county-
dwellers cousins. The reason
is very obvious. The county
would be required to relin-
quish political power. Few—if
many men, or groups of men,
will freely relinquish political
power.
Lastly—many Negroes have
expressed an opinion which
doesn't favor the charter as
proposed because they believe
it will make it more increas-




its disfavor in this manner...
"A lot of white politicians will
accuse us of wanting to main-
tain racial segregration in the
political arena. We don't want
to do so—but we have no other
choice. They will use the
white bloc-vote against Negro
of race. Until very recently
they denied us appointments
soley because of race. We fail
to obtain political endorse-
ments from white politicians
and voters and other white
groups, solely because of race.
We fail to incur the favor of
the big daily newspapers,
solely because of race. So Ne-
groes would favor election of
councilmen from district—
rather than from at large,
soley because of race. The
white man has forced us into
this position because of his
refusal to compromise, soley
because of race.
RURAL POLITICIANS
Now concerning the other in-
gredient in the political pot—
"Limited Constitutional Con-
vention." This particular po-
litical issue is not tinged with
the racial barrier. Rather, the
main issue is the rural poli-
ticians versus the urban politi-
tician.
The call for a Constitution-
al Convention is a desperate
effort of the rural politicians
to villify reapportionment of
the state. Without reapportion-
FREE FREE FREE
Savin' School
PAYMENTS AS LOW AS $1.89 PER WEEK
NOW! 2-SPEED
WASHING AND RINSING!
WASHES ALL FABRICS SAFELY
AND CLEANER THAN EVER BEFORE!
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Mrs. Georgia Walk-i dele-
gate to the National: Baptist
Convention in Chirac, recent-
ly, was in Cook Coanty hos-
pital recovering fromarlietures
to both legs, sufferetwhen a
courtesy car in which-4e was
a passenger, was inwannwl
an accident.
Mrs. Walker, who -his been
confined to a wheat ihair
since suffering polio:g num-
ber of years ago, was a dele-
gate to the convertfion from
Columbus Baptist chain here,
which is pastored by the Rev.
A. E. Campbell, a "Vice-pres-




The Lauderdale Wm club
for some 40 boys has7been or-
ganized under the stiPervision
of Robert Walker and. the Rec-
reation Department :if the
Memphis Park ComMISsion.
Walker will serve as coach
and manager of the Grub. Ac-
tivities will includeibtotball,
baseball, basketball and box-
ing.
The headquarters it' located
at 1661 S. Lauderdale, sYsi
practice sessions are held. from
4:30 until dark.
The club is being financed
by the merchants of South
Memphis. is
- .55
'Ugly' Situation , „
UGLEY, England ante
— The women in this
county village haveC:AgEsa
the name of their social organ-
ization from the Ugley Wom-
en's Institute to the Women's
Institute (Ugley branch).
•
ment rural politicians control
state goverment deipite the
fact that the greater number
of voters live in urban areas.
The number of state repre-
sentatives from vartfrus con-
gressional districts living witfi
in those districts.
Opposition to the qcinsti
tional Convention 
growsof the fact that the consti
tional can be amennted' thee
it would remove grounds fbi;
a Federal court case-24etitioris-
ing for the enforcement Of re-
apportionment as provided lot
in the state constitution.
Meanwhile, the political vist
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Remove Vengeful, Intemperate Police
Few incidents have disturbed the
tranquilty of this community as much
as the wanton abuse of power illeg-
ally used by some members of the
City Police department. A case in
point is the alleged incident where
two City Policemen employed "pro-
fane language, threats and other
abusive language to a Park Director
in the presence of youngsters en-
gaged in recreation at the park and
witnessed by residents near Foote
Homes park.
The shocking incident was report-
ed in the Sept. 8th issue of this news-
paper.
We are not of the opinion that all
policemen on the force are guilty of
naked, brutal misuse of power. How-
ever, the misconduct of a few does a
disservice to other policemen, our
good city and its citizens.
We have reported accounts of two
policemen abusing a Negro man be-
cause he failed to address them with
the title "sir." We have reported a
case where two city policemen beat
a solider, home on leave, because he
resented the derogatory language
they used about him. We have re-
ported a case where two policemen
beat a Negro man so badly until he
had to be hospitalized and he is still
subjected to the horrible danger of
losing an eye as result of the beat-
ing. The man refused to point out a
house where the police suspected
illegal whiskey was being sold.
These are only a few of the many
flagrantly brutal misuses of police
power.
It is painfully obvious in many
cases of police abuse and brutality
where Negroes are concerned, is
caused by the deep-seated hate of
white policemen for Negroes. Such
policemen, when dealing with Ne-
groes are usually intemperate, venge-
ful and use indecent language, which
include the use of the term "nigger"
in the most deplorable manner.
(1) We urge that white policemen
who cannot adjust to being decent in
the presence of Negroes be removed
from beats predominantely inhabited
by Negro citizens.
(2) We urge that all policemen on
duty be reauired to address adult
citirens as Mr. Mrs., or Miss.
(3) We urge all Negro citizens to
always register a complaint with
rammiqsioner Claude Armour when-
ever they sniffer maltreatment with-
mit A -justifiable cause from police-
"e". There are many instances of
,•ecfnilv bias lieutenants being also As
intemnerate as a rookie polieernan.
Georgia Negroes Take Their Stand
A Baptist church the scene of sev-
eral recent Negro voter registration
rallies in Leesburg, Georgia, was
swept by fire of mysterious origin.
FBI agents began an inquiry after
Negroes alleged that the church had
been bombed by segregationists fol-
lowing four successive Saturday
night registration clinics.
The flames destroyed the Shady
Grove Baptist Church, three miles
east of Leesburg. Leesburg is 10
miles north of Albany, where the
struggle for integration is under-
going its severest test.
But the County Sheriff, as was to
be expected, suggested that the
church structure had been struck by
lightning during a heavy storm which
dumped nearly an inch of rain on the
area the night of the fire.
The sheriff emphasized that there
was no evidence of a bombing. And he
said he didn't know whether the
blaze was arson-originated. The Al-
bany fire chief said he found no evi-
dence of arson.
But a white reporter discovered
what appeared to be an empty brake-
fluid can amid the ruins of the church
floor. The church was erected 12
years ago to replace an older struc-
ture. About $4,500 worth of materials
went into its construction with vol-
unteer labor conducting the actual
work.
The church was built at great per-
sonal sacrifices of the people of this
rural community. Their efforts repre-
sented their devotion to the cause of
Christian brotherhood. They wanted
to live in peace with their white
neighbors.
Whether it was bombing lighten-
ing or arson that destroyed the
:church, the net result is a reaffirma-
tion of the people's determination to
be first class and not second class
citizens.
The testimony of an elderly deacon
of the church supports that cot ten-
tion. He was asked if the voter-regis-
tration rallies would continue after
reconstruction. Leaning on a cane,
he replied: "You don't think they (the
meetings) got burned out because of
this?"
Workers spearheading the regis-
tration drive declared the work will
continue unabated at other locations.
The county's 1960 populations fig-
ures showed 3,889 Negro residents
against 2,314 whites. But a count of
registered voters in the same year
revealed 1,210 whites against only 29
Negroes.
More Negroes have been registered
during the campaign this summer,
but an exact figure was not available.
Leesburg is bounded on the west by
Terrell County, where the Board of
Registrars was enjoined by the Jus-
tice Department from discriminating
aszainst Negroes in the first suit
brought under the 1957 Civil Rights
Act.
The government said in that 1960
action, that only 48 of some 5,000
eligible Negroes were registered. And
in another action, the Justice De-
partment charged less than 60 addi-
tional Negroes had been placed on the
voting rolls.
It appears that the ballot box is
the only way through which the Ne-
gro in Dixie and elsewhere also will
ever attain their full citizenship
status. Once disfranchised Southern
Negroes establish their right to vote,
they will have in their hands the
needed weapon to batter down the
wall of segregation and discrimina-
tion. And that's what the white South
fears.
Planned Parenthood
The question of planned parent-
hood has disturbed America's social
conscience for decades. It was once
thought to be an individual family
problem the solution of which was
beyond the ken of collective com-
munity judgment.
The social dimensions of the prob-
lem did not reach a critical point
until an abnormal population growth
had forced the issue to the fore, with
all Its ugly economics and social im-
plications.
Injection of the religious question
into the planned parenthood equa-
tion has served to confound the peo-
ple rather than enlighten them on so
crucial an issue.
For us, a minority race, at the low-
est rungs of the economic ladder.
planned parenthood is an economic
as well as moral urgency. Those who,
for emotional or religious reasons,
have failed to exercise the proper
checks on the size of their families,
have Warned the hard way the cow-
quences of unchecked parenthood.
Too many mouths to feed, too
small space in which to house the
children, these and other incidental
matters create an acutely embarras-
sing burden for both parents and
society.
The growing number of our people
on ADC rolls and the social stigma
that accompanies such public depend-
ence, should serve to remind all of us,
including the religious extremists,
of the stark tragedy of unplanned
parent hood.
Hospitals, clinics, and social agen-
cies which fail to provide appropriate
contraceptive services are guilty of
unpardonable dereliction. Tax-sup-
Ported institutions in Cook County
should give out relevant information
on parenthood as a public service to
the community.
Though the problem is far from
being met, an intelligent, sensible
approach to it would hasten rather
than retard its resolution.






A couple of months ago, Jim Hag-
gerty, the former Eisenhower press aide,
contacted us in quest of names of people
who might be interested in a newscast-
ing job with the American Broadcasting
Company. Mr. Haggerty, an ABC veep,
said his organization is interested in
finding a Negro with journalistic back-
ground and other appropriate qualifica-
tions.
Quite natrually, we are always in-
terested in any breakthrough for the Ne-
gro into areas where he has not been
accepted. Network radio and television,
in the past, have displayed a scandalous
unconcern for the colored performer
and for Negroes who have talent and
who want a chance to work in this area.
Too often, after the Negro ha's com-
plained about discrimination and when
the doors have been suddenly thrown
open, it turns out that no one has bothered
to seek out qualified persons who are
ready to step in.
Consequently, we contacted Julius
Thomas and Ruth Allen King of the Na-
tional Urban League. We also talked with
other responsible people who are in the
position to recommend worthy applicants.
We got in touch directly with some news-
paper and radio people who we thought
might be possibilities. As a result, several
talented people with substantial back-
ground were interviewed by Mr. Hag-
gerty. ABC finally decided to hire Malvin
Goode of Pitsburgh.
Now, here out of the blue, comes the
distinguished George Schuyler, one of the
editors of the Pittsburgh Courier, grumb-
ling in his column that Jackie Robinson
is not the source of all wisdom and that
one of the weaknesses of white people is
that they usually consult the wrong peo-
ple when looking for a Negro to fill a
tradition-breaking position.
Mr Schuyler is not only a distin-
guished journalist. He is also distin-
guished for the ability to live in the past
and to oppose most of the developments
in our society which mean progress for
the Negro. Mr. Schuyler doesn't like
Freedom Riders. He doesn't think much
of Dr. Martin Luther King, jr. and now,
we guess, he doesn't like Jim Haggerty
because Jim Haggerty called us for ad-
vice and not George Schuyler.
There are several reasons why Mr.
Haggerty called us. One is that we have
had a cordial relationship with him. An-
other is that Mr. Haggerty knows that
when we are consulted in this manner, we
have sense enough to consult others who
are specilaists. Mr. Schuyler is accurate
when he states that we are not the source
of all wisdom. Mr. Schuyler undoubtedly
is. If you think he isn't, ask Mr. Schuyler
himself. And if you don't believe him,
then ask Westbrook Pegler.
Sometimes it is hard to decide whether
Mr. Pegler is the white Schuyler or whe-
ther Mr. Schuyler is the black Pegler. Mr.
Pegler, not so long ago, wrote a column
in which he said it was a shame that pa-
pers around the country couldn't buy the
syndicated efforts of George Schuyler.
Mr. Pegler also printed some guest col-
umns in which Mr. Schuyler condemned
the freedom rides and sit-ins.
Whatever Mr. Schuyler may think or
write, we are not seeking any leadership
role. We have enough work on our hands,
dealing with hundreds of wonderful em-
ployes of the Chock Full 0' Nuts Corpora-
tion. We'd be just as happy if our tele-
phone never rang with requests to help
find people to fill job opportunities. Since
it does, we are happy to do whatever we
can. We know it is important that the
first be the best when a chance is offered
to our people.
People who think — or who profess
to think — as George Schuyler does only
make us all the more determined to work
and talk for the progress of our race. Peo-
ple who are obstructionists; people who
constantly attack for the sake of attacking
and who are convinced that their line of
reasoning is the only one the Negro
should follow — well, those kind of peo-
ple we will always have with us. But that
doesn't mean we have to sit around and
wait for them to wake up to the fact that




I am entering high school
this fall. It's going to be a new
life for me, and I'm all excited
about it.
I am writing this letter to
tell you that I am a reader of
the Defender. I started read-
ing the Defender two years ago
and haven't regretted a single
minute I've spent reading its
idormative pages. The Bud
Billiken section was the spark
that touched off the interest
in me to read the whole news-
paper. I think the Defender is
very educational.
Thank you for printing such
a fine newspaper. I'm taking
it to high school with me. Then,
maybe I won't feel nervous on





Your coverage of the inte-
gration movementi in Albany,
Georgia have been Nery com-
plete. Even though television
and radio are excellent news
media. I always depend upon
my daily newspaper, the De-
fender, by which I can actually
study the details of the stories
and incidents happening every
day.
I have studied the details
of the incidents in Albany, the
center of racial strife at pres-
ent. It all leads up to these
things: the Negro is no longer
ignorant to the afcts of the
U. S. Constitution, he is no
longer willing to accept or even
hear someone mention the
status quo. He is ready to be
accepted in any institution of
learning anywhere in the U. S.,
he is willing to fight and risk
his life to secure liberty and
the pursuit of happiness and
he is proving to the world that
he is not a minority citizen of
this country — whether the
white man is willing to accept
this or not.
I am an old man now. I can't
do what I have done in my
younger days. However, if I
were young now and with the
experience I have, I would ac-
tually take part in the demon-
stratione for equality in Al-
bany or any other "Jim Crow"





The Chicago Dad}, Defender
is alright except for one thing.
Most of your pictures are too
blurred. When I read. I like
Speak
to see examples of what I'm
reading (photos) and I want
to see them clearly. Your print
is fair most of the time, but
something has to be done about
those pictures.
Please try and get the plc.
tures clearer. I'm sure you have
noticed this fault yourself. It
may not seem like much, but






My vacation was perfect. I
had loads of fun just taking
it easy and reading my Defen-
der. It made me feel good to
know what was going on back
home — especially among my
people.
I as surprised to learn that
your publication has such a
large circulation. I never
thought that I would be any-
where near news salesmen that
sold the Chicago Deefnder.
That's why I had it mailed to
me. But, everywhere I went,
there was my paper, the dear
ol' Defender.
Thanks for making my va-
cation worth while by provid-
ing me with information on the






"I can't help but wish," said Simple at
the bar, "that when the moon gets to be
the suburbans of America, all these white
folks who are running away from the Ne-
groes in the cities and moving farther out
and out and out, will move to the moon
and leave the earth to me.
"How can you wish such a wish?" I
asked. "If there were no white folks left
on earth at all, for whom would you
work?"
"Maybe I wouldn't have to work," said
Simple. "Or maybe I could commute to the
moon. The only problem is, it looks like the
Russians are going to get to the moon first,
and Americans would not want to live on
no moon with the Russians. They dislike
Russians almost as much as they do Ne-
groes."
Not quite as much," I said.
"Russians is white," said Simple, "so
the Russians are one up on us Negroes. At
least, they are white outside, if red within,
whereas we are black inside and out and,
unless the moon is on the other side of
Heaven, not even when we get to the moon
will we be washed whiter than snow. We
have to get to Heaven first to bleached
bleacheless. I wonder if they have one-day
washing service in Heaven? Or would it
take several days for a man like me to be
made whiter than snow?"
Weightlessness
"As the gospel song says, in the spirit
world we shall be changed in the twingling
of an eye, from mortal to immortality," I
said. "You are not dealing with the flesh,
in Heaven, but with the soul."
When I pass through the stage of
weightlessness, you mean my body will be
gone?" asked Simple, "No flesh no more?"
"My good man, I am not discussing
these things in earthly terms at all," I said,
such as spaceships and moons and Russians
and Americans, or bodies black or white.
You are using the wrong terms to discuss
the ethereal. When you speak of Heaven,
you are entering the spiritual realm, be-
yond the physical, a realm where flesh is
fleshless, color is colorless."
"Do you mean that wh enI get to
Heaven, I will be 1-less," asked Simple,
"you will be you-less, and white folks will
be white-less?"
"Yes, blacks will be black-less."
"Time will be time-less?"
"And payday pay-less."
"And rent day rent-less."
"Also death deathless?"
"Of course, you will no longer have to
worry about dying."
"I will already be dead?" said Simple.
"Yes, you will already be dead," I said.
"Then I had rather be living and worry-
ing about dying, than dead and not know-
ing I am living."
Metaphysics
"You are the man who lifted this con-
versation to a metaphysical level," I said,
"so you are the one who should worry. You
took the subject out of this world. After
awhile you will be asking how high is up."
"I had no business going beyond the
moon, did I?" said Simple.
"Not if you wish to remain within the
cosmos," I said. "We can see the moon,
even if we cannot touch it yet. But no one
living has seen Heaven. Being far beyond
outer space, Heaven is not to be seen with
earthy eyes nor reached with man-made
rockets. Heaven is to be achieved only on
the wings of the spirit."
"You mean angels's wings?"
"If you chose to take angels as sym-
bols," I said, "for that is what they are
symbols representing the soul in flight."
"They do not represent me nor my
soul," said Simple, "because all the angels
I ever saw are white. In the Bible pictures,
on the Sunday School cards, in the "King
of Kings" I have not seen a black angel yet.
So I guess I will never get to Heaven, be-
cause, to be turned white you have to be in
Heaven first. How will I ever get to be a
white angel — me or Minnie Minoso or
Jackie Robinson?"
So What
"Man, you don't worry about a chick's linnity
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'Successful Doctor No Did Not
Fc-r Jail Is ,Symbel Of New Africa
BLANTYRE, Nyasaland—
Few leaders have done
more to fan the flames of
freedom in Africa tban a
tribal-born doctor educated
in America, who made a for-
tune in England and returned
to his native continent as one
of its most fiery nationalists.
Born Kumuza Banda, Dr.
Hastings K. Banda is con-
Sidered by thousands of Afri-
cans as their messiah, the pow-
erfully strong leader who will
establish Nyasaland into a land
the world must recognize as
the black man's greatest na-
tion.
While the majority of Afri-
can leaders are satisfied with
simple independence or a fed-
eration of African states, Ban-
da wants more. And more and
more.
In 1902, he was just like
any other infant, black or you-
name-it, solely dependent on
his parents for whatever they
could give him.
BECOMES INDEPENDENT
But he soon learned that he
was an individual, endowed
with an ambition and the bud-
ding capacities to achieve
greatness. The possibility that
he might not succeed seems to
have never entered his mind;
he always displayed his pos-
session of the power of posi-
Wive thinking—and action.
At 13 years of age, he de-
cided that his native environ-
ment wasn't satisfactorily
meeting his needs. He recog-
nized the differnce between
his people and the white men
who ruled them. He saw edu-
cation as the power, though
aesthetic in itself, was being
ruthlessly used to hold Afri-
cans beneath the humb of
foreign exploiters.
Kumuza, then a man by
tribal standards, left his home
for South Africa.
Getting there was not an
easy task; money was some-
thing else the subjected Afri-
can people were not allowed
to have.
FINDS JOB
On the way, he found a
job in a Johannesburg office
and began to dream of Amer-
ica.
•
In another 13 years, after
a sacrificial saving, and with
the support of Methodist mis-
sions, Banda wore the flowing
robe of a college graduate, at
Wilberforce Academy.
That fall, in 1928, two per-
sons he had befriended in the
United States enrolled him in
Indiana University. Within a
short while, he was a grad-
Hl'IREEN,64.4 i3UNG!INNAT
rallaPPENED? YOU LOOK
,taIKE A YRoCK tatT
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uate student at the University
of Chicago.
The stock market crash in
1929 didn't affect Banda at
all; his brilliant mind was all
he had so there wasn't any
personal crisis in his host
country's economic condition.
DOCTORATE AT 28
He majored in history and
political science; got his mas-
ter's degree in 1929 and be-
came a Doctor of Philosophy
in 1930; age: 28.
The young scholar became
an astute observer of Ameri-
can race relations. He once
remarked: "At your Ameri-
can universities, I was treated
as Negroes are treated. But
when it was found I was Afri-
can, they were more friendly.
I was a curiosity. I suppose."
He didn't consider his edu-
cation complete; the next two
stops were Meharry in Nash-
ville, and Britain's Erinburgh
and Clascow Universities,
where he plucked his medi-
cine and surgeon's degrees.
The flagrant aspect of Ban-
da's present domination of
the African political scene is
that he did not immediately
return to capitalize on his
training among the people
who spawned his energy.
He st a y ed in England
throughout the Second World
War, wearing the disguise of,
or actually a conservative,
who "believed in the advance-
ment of Nyasas as a Crown
Protectorate. That the latter
is true, many now doubt.
At any rate, when South-
ern Rhodesia became a fierce-
ly-fought issue between Ny-
asaland and Northern Rho-
desia, Banda revolted. Per-
haps it was from the thought
that his birthplace might pos-
sibly be erased from the map.
Perhaps he thougt he must
cry out not just for himself,
but for all his of his people;
no one but Ba nda really
knows.
FIGHTS MERGER
Whatever his reason, the
idea of Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland joining a federa-
tion with Southern Rhodesia
was impossible to accept.
He branded Southern Rho-
desia as a 'white suprema-
cist" state and declared war
on the plans for federation,
fighting it himself in London
and through others in Nyasas.
Europeans claimed then, as
they still do, that the physi-
cian was fighting for people
whose language he "couldn't
even speak." Banda had ig-
nored the economic benefit of
the federation, atacking it as
'a "hypocritical partnership."
But Banda lost his batle.
He took his shingle to
Ghana, abandoning his "con-
servative" position.
Another four years of sub-
terfuge and counter subter-
fuge followed.
In 1957, he accepted the nod
to become leader of anti-
Federation groups in Nyasa-
land. One more year, and he
reentered his native country
for the first time in 47 years.
And all hell broke loose.
LEADER JAILED
Nationalist agitation lead to
violence and violence led Ban-
da to jail, along with hun-
dreds of others.
But to men like Dr. Hast-
ings (borrowed from a teach-
er) Banda, jail is only a tem-
porary hurdle—never a per-
manent obstacle. Strategic
politicians and the loud voice
of wealth won him his free-
dom.
Upon his release, he got a
new constitution (a feat simi-
lar to pulling a Common-
wealth tooth), which seated
an African majrity in Nyasas
government. The legislature
now stands 23 to 5-14 mem-
bers were jailed with Banda,
and nine of the group are
under 35 years old.
In effect, Banda is "Chief
Minister," under the Protec-
torate's Governor. (who must
entertain the notion that's he's
considered dispensable by
those responsible for his ap-
pointment).
Dr. Banda has sworn to
"take Nyasaland out of the
Federation, now!.,
To do so he must replace a
$9,000,000 subsidy.
As if that isn't enough, he
has to conquer Sir Roy We-
lensky, federal Prime Minister
and his arch-enemy.
The first hurdle has been
overcome. Banda wrangled a
direct promise of $12,000,000
in loans and grants from Brit-
ain to eliminate a deficit and




and the United States has ear-
marked $1,000,000 to build a
technical institute.
The second hurdle hasn't
toppled yet; but an adage
says that ". . . the impossible
will take a little longer."
Thus. Dr. Hastings K. Ban-
da writes his own saga into
the pages of history. As he
writes, his ears ring with
cries of "black meglomaniac,"
yelled by whites, and "Banda,
Banda," sang by his people.
Whether in fact he is a black
meglomaniac, or a black mes-
siah, remains to be written.
But one fact is certain, he's
taken his education and the
economic control of his coun-
try to show the world where
the power of a black nation
lies—with its own people.
'Propose Bill To Halt
everse r ree om icies
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In
an effort to stop Negroes from
being shipped North, Abraham
J. Mutter (D-N.Y.) proposed
a bill that would make it un-
lawful to provide unemployed
persons with transportation to
move to another state.
In proposing the bill, Mutter
said, "We have recently been
treated to the spectacle of a
trafficing in human beings
which ill fits the image of
America as a land of equal
opportunity and respect for the
individual.
"I refer to the sending of
unemployed Negro families to
distant cities by certain groups
of people, who, by this action,
have shown their contempt
end disrespect for individual
human dignity," he continued.
Mutter was referring to the
sending of Negroes north by
white segregationist groups in
the south in what has been
termed "reverse freedom
rides."
Mutter said offenders would
be subject to a liaximum of
two years in prison or $5,000
fine, or both if they failed to
provide a written contract for
employment at the place of
destination. Employment must
begin on arrival and continue
for six months. If not, the sum
of $1,000 plus fare for return
to the original place of resi-
dence must be paid.
Reminder Nets Prize
HARTFORD, Conn. — (UPI)
— The state employes merit
award board annonuced that a
cash prize was given for this
suggestion:
"Posting signs at the Con-
necticut state prison reminding
visitors to lock their cars."
WASHINGTON — A de-
bate is raging in political
circles over the best ap-
proach to winning Negro
rights in the South — vot-
ing campaigns or militant
demonstrations.
There are those who claim
that the Kennedy administra-
tion has been embarrassed by
the vigor and drive of the
campaigns in the South to
crack longtime Jimbans
in libraries, swimming pools
and other places. The Kenne-
dy keynote has been on reg-
istering more Negroes to vote
and thereby winning enough
political power to cause dras-
tic changes in Southern ways.
But the Negro vote campaign
has seemingly bogged down.
I Some give as the reason
the continued harrassment of
Negro would-be voters a n d
lack of enough support from
the Kennedy administration.
It was just about a year
ago that young Robert Ken-
nedy, the Attorney General,
urged a slowdown in freedom
rides and sit-ins in favor of
voter registration instead.
VOTE DRIVE SLOWS
Today it seems as though
much of the enthusiasm and
hopes among interested lead-
ers for more Negro registered
voters in the South has been
lost.
In some cases in those coun-
ties where Negroes outnum-
ber whites registration ef-
forts have met with economic
reprisal, threats, harrassment,
violence, along with the Ne-
gro's own lack of interest.
To overcome these barriers,
a widespread voter registra-
tion drive is being conducted
under the Southern Regional
Council's newly - established
voter education project. It
isn't the first such campaign
but many specialists consider
it the most promising. The
council's n e w drive is ex-
pected to meet with far great-
er success because of its or-
ganizational and financial as-
sistance.
Wiley A. Branton, director
of the council, said that a
total of $262,000 will be dis-
bursed to five organizations
who cooperate with the coun-
cil's voter education project.
These groups include the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored Peo-
ple, the National Urban
League, the Congress Of Ra-
cial Equality, the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer-




It was the contention of
government aides that south-
ern Negroes were on the
verge of a political break-
through because of federal
legal action, a lessening of
white resistance to Negro
voting and the new willing-
ness of civil rights groups to
join in a stepped-up registra-
tion campaign.
These were the factors that
gave Negroes assurance that
the drive would build power
at the polls with government
assistance.
However, an appraisal of
the factors upon which hopes
of an increase in the Negro
votes were based offers no
evidence that a rise in Negro
registration is impending. It
has become apparent that the
struggle to win will be a steady
long-range and somewhat un-
dramatic campaign.
The courts have no ready
solution to offer as far as the
problem of white opposition in
areas where it remains a sig-
nificant barrier.
Looking over the progress
of Negroes on t h e voting
rolls under 9112 years of the
Eisenhower and Kennedy ad-
ministrations, legal activity




According to reports Jus-
tice Department officials un-
der former President Eisen-
hower filed and won 10 suits;
one in Georgia, three in Lou-
isiana, two in Alabama and
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four in Tennessee. But the
Kennedy administration has
shown more aggressiveness in
that one case has been termi-
nated successfully with 20
others pending in the courts.
Altogether, 10 have been
brought in Mississippi, six in
Louisiana, three in Alabama
and two in Georgia.
In some cases certain coun-
ties have benefited from the
suits made possible by the
1957 and 1959 Civil Rights
acts, and substantial Negro
registration has been found.
Some of these areas include
Heywood County, Tenn., and
Macon' County, Ala. On the
other hand, court decrees have
done little more than inject
the "tokenism" principle into
the voting field.
Under the 1957 act the At-
torney General was commis-
sioned to institute civil suits
to protect voting rights and
it prohibited interference with
these rights by intimidation,
threats and coercion.
The 1960 act authorized the
department to sue a state, in-
spect registration records and
request appointment of fed-
eral voting referees to replace
local officials who do n o t
obey the laws.
REGISTRATION SLOW
When a Federal district
judge ruled in September
1960 that officials of Terrell
County, Ga, had discriminated
against Negro applicants, he
declined to name a referee, al-
though he ordered an end to
segregation and retained juris-
diction in the case.
When the suit was filed in
1958 only 48 Negroes were
registered. Today, four years
later four more have regis-
tered, averaging out to one
registrant per year. According
to statistics, the county has
8,209 Negroes a n d 4,533
whites, 2,894 of whom are
registered voters.
The latest victory under the
Kennedy administration was
in East Carroll Parish (Coun-
ty), La. Two federal judges in
the county, who have served
in the capacity of referee, have
registered more than 40 Ne-
groes.
The real problem area is
mainly in the plantation
counties of Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi and Louisiana as
well as the Delta section of
Mississippi.
In the remaining southern
states, according to the Fed-
eral Civil Rights Commission,
discrimination has disappear-
ed or is found in only a few
counties.
Wiley Branton, a Pine
Bluff, Ark, lawyer insists that
the campaign must have ad-
ditional help from the Kenne-
dy administration if it is to
succeed. "The most effective
weapon would be vigorous and
sincere action by the Depart-
ment of Justice in seeing that
the Civil Rights of citizens
are protected," he says.
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Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with pen
pals —all ages. I am a lady
28 years of age, 5 feet, 2 inches
tall;' 120 pounds, dark complex-
ion — not bad to look at. Hop-





Jamaica, B. W. I.
• •
Dear Mme Chante: Girl
friend or companion wanted.
Looks, color or race do not mat-
ter, but she must be neat,
clean and want to get ahead in
life as I do. She must be be-
tween the ages of 18 and 25,
not over 5 feet, 5 inches tall
and weighing not more than
130 pounds. I am 34 years old,
5 feet, 51/2 inches tall, 135
pounds, light complexion. If
sincere, please write.
Eddie Carter, c-o Pryor.
6238 Blackstone, 2nd fl.
Chicago 37, Ill.
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I read
your lovelorn column every
' week and it seems that you
have helped many people find
happiness. So, I decided to ask
for help. I am a lonely widow
who would like to meet pen-
eats and later consider mar-
riage. I am in my 50's, brown
complexion, Christian., clean




New Rochelle, N. Y.
Dear Mme Chante: I was
informed that you may be able
to assist me in getting pen pals.
I am desirous of corresponding
with pen pals, chiefly males
Senegal President Tells Why
Africa Won't Go Communist
NEW YORK — Amid a bar-
rage of claims by the Soviet
propaganda media that Com-
munism is a godsend to Africa,
a wide radio audience in the
Soviet Union heard a differing




of Marxism-Leninism as the
gospel for the newly indepen-
dent African nations was
beamed to the USSR by Radio
Liberty, the free world's most
powerful shortwave network
broadcasting to the Soviet
Union.
In his statement, *written
for the Society of Friends of
Teilhard de Chardin in Paris,
President Senghor declared
that in the period between the
two world wars, African in-
tellectuals from t h e then
French colonies were repelled
by the cold materialism, ex-
treme rationalism, atheism
and blind determination of
Marxist theory.
When the African students
were confronted with Marx-
ism, President Senghor said,
they were "unable to under-
stand why a revolution should
be organized in the course of
history was irreversible and
capitalism was (loomed any-
way." 4
"But, most important of all,"
President Senghor went on in
his report beamed by the net-
work," "we were disturbed
that Marxism-Leninism, pro-
claiming to be the sole and
universal truth, was perme-
ated with the spirit of imperi-
sham — cruel and without any
nuances. This was a new form
of assimilation, anew form cif
colonialism."
The African historian and'
philosopher's report went on
to explain that the future
leaders of Africa "were un-
able to accept this ideology.
which was rejecting the values
of our civilization based on
tradition, and which demanded
from us a renunciation of our
own selves, of our African
souls."
An account of the emergence
of political consciousness of
African students in the former
French colonies and of their as-
pirations, the report yas just
one of many broadcasts by
Raaio Liberty dealing with
African affairs. The freedom
network's covearge has devot-
ed particular attention to the
newly indeoendant nations be-
cause of the constant falsifi-
cation by Soviet information
media of the needs and desires
of the peoples in the rapidly
developing areas in Africa and
Asia
Radio Liberty, which calls
itself "the free voice of the
peoples of the Soviet Union,"
speaks to its listeners in the
USSR in Russian and 16 other
languages of the Soviet Union.
T h 6 network broadcasts
aroend the clock from stations
in Europe and the Far East.
since an increase in broadcast-
ing power in 1961, Radio Lib-
erty has represented the meet
powerful shortwave voice from
the West, broadcasting into the
Soviet Union,







Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with a lady
who is sincere and truthful. I
am a gentleman, 29 years olct,
5 feet, 10 inches tall, 192 lbs.,
medium brown complexion.





Dear Mme Chante: ; pm de-
sirous of corresponding with
American pen pals. Will try to
answer as many letters as I
can. My hobbies are reading







'Dear Mme Chante: I wish
to meet a nice intelligent lady
between 35 and 40 years at .
age. Race does not matter as
long as she is cultured, refined;
attractive and medium built>
I am a gentleman 55 yeads old,
My objective is marriage. Will
supply more details when ans-
wering replies.
D. Hill,
12 S. St. Louis St.,
Apt. 366
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mme Chante: I am
seeking a male pen pal. I am
a Jamacian lady, single, 34
wears old, 5 feet, 31/2 inches
tall, 115 pounds. My hobbiet
are dancing, reading, needle-





Dear Mme Chante: I am I
gentleman, 20 years old. Would
like to meet a nice young lady
who likes the finer things In
life. In good health — free tP







Dear Mme Chante: I am
Jamaican, young lady who
wishes to correspond with an
American gentleman. I am 26,
dark brown complexion, 5 feet
7 inches tall — occupation,





RICHMOND, Va. — Sylvta
V. Daily Hines has been
chosen as the first Negro to
serve on the Richmond Board
of Health, by the city council.
A health educator with the
Richmond Area Tuberculosis
Association, Mrs. Hines will
not be officially appointed
until the council's next meet-
ing, Sept. 10
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Surgeon General Luther L.
Terry pledged "vigorous and
effective" U. S. cooperation in
an international campaign to
stamp out venereal dean.
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Laibpr Day weekend found
Mrs Cora Lee Bateet and her
husTsand, Elbert, entertaining
for Iter brother and sister-in-
Mr. and Mrs. Lucious
Patterson, Jr. of Los Angeles.
Gaines, dancing and delicious
fneliu fare made the party an
Interesting and lively one, so
much enjoyed by guests Mrs.
Helen Shelby, Miss Erma
Laws, Mr. and Mrs. Minor
Boone, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. Isom
Bnford, Mrs. Bernice Straugh-
ter, Miss Carol Bullett and
fair escort Ronald Anderson
add L. Warren.
SIIRPRISE PARTY
Last Saturday night the
Nichols Ave. home of Mrs.
Ogle Johnson Hodge was fes-
Die with evidence of-pink and
black party trappings in the
living room, dining room and
den—the dining table centered
with a pink and white birth-
day cake, flanked by branched
silver candlelabruin with green
and silver tapers.
To this inviting setting
came guests 0. T. Peeples,
Mrs. Bebe B. Fingall, Noble
Owens, Aubrey Turner, Mrs.
Theresa Franklin, Mrs. Geor-
gia V. Harvey, Mrs. Katheryn
P. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Moyse Jones and Mr. and Mrs.
Homer Turner, all with the
exception of Mr. Jones and
Mr. Turner, Ozie's co-workers
at Manassas High School. Ins-
tigator of the party and excel-
lent host was Bill Anderson
who had successfully planned
the whole event around the
fad that Ozie would attend
thg Clara Barton Health club's
meeting with Juanita Turner,
who would steer her to her
home before taking her home.
Arriving home to what she
thought was a quiet home,
blares of party horns and hid-
den guests announced, "Sur-
prise, Surprise . . . and the
traditional, "Happy Birthday"
to you ... all causing conster-
nation, joy and tears to a very
surprised Ozie.
RACK TO SCHOOL
Train stations, the airport
and the highways have been
crowded as the "back to





Washington, D. C. has wel-
comed scores of Memphians,
including EDWARD STEW-











In the same vicinity, at
MORGAN STATE, JOAN
HARGRAVES left with her
mother, Mrs. Alan Hargraves
last Wednesday, and VERNA
BASS AND JAMES SIMP-
SON RETURNED AS SOPHO-
MORES.




SON and father. Bertrand's
JUANITA ROBINSON left




. . . AND JANA LOUISE
DAVIS left for INDIANA
UNIVERSITY last week, mo-
toring up with her dad and
uncle, Edgar and Claiborne
Davis, Jr. There, too, will re-
turn JUIENNE BRISCOE
as a sophomore, still elated
over her wonderful European
trip this summer.
Historic New Orleans and
XAVIER claimed the interest
of freshman WILLIAM BROD-
NAX.
PATSY VESEY joins the
Memphis group at ARKAN-
SAS A. M. & M. as a fresh-
man . . . and TENNESSEE
STATE UNIVERSITY will
have among scores of other
Memphians EDWARD HAR-





LEY HARRISON and just
scads mare.
FISK UNIVERSITY and its
historic Jubilee Hall's portals
have lured LYNNE MARIE
HOWELL, LARRY MITCH-
ELL, ANGELA OWEN — the
latter for graduate work in
tf you can't find it at A. SCHWAB'S you are
better off with out it.





nassas' BILLY DOSS, RU-
DOLPH MILES AND BEN-
JAMINE MALONE ARE AT
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY.
EASTERN SEABOARD
While talking with TOM-
MYE HAYES we learned of
her late summer vacation on
the Eastern Seaboard, with
headquarters at her Aunt
"Pel" at Baltimore, Md. From
this vantage point, Tommye
had a wonderful time after
the hot and grueling days of
summer school study at Fisk.
She remembers fondly the
Kappa Boatride in Washing-
ton . . . and a trip to New
York City with Mrs. Ulysses
Bowen of Frederick, Md., to
meet Dr. Bowen who was re-
turning from a trip to Bur-
muds While there she went
to the Village Gate and the
Village Vanguard in NY's
quaint "Village," and visited
with the Donald Wyatts at their
home at Hastings-on-the-Hud-
son. Mr. Wyatt is well known
here, being a former Fisk
teacher, who later joined the
staff of the Ford Foundation's
Scholarship Program.
CHIT CHAT
Getting up in the dark
proved a costly venture for
well-known J. L. Brinkley,
who is in E. H. Crump Hospi-
tal with a broken arm these
days.
Businessman C. C. Sawyer
continued to make improve-
ment since his return to Crump
for further surgery to com-
plete what he had undergone
following his sudden attack of
this summer. We continue to
wish him complete recovery




GO (Special) . .. The Playboy
Club, which has uncovered
the talents of such headliners
as Dick Gregory and Jerry
Van Dyke, continues to find
star material on the premises.
Just as Gregory went from
car washer to cosmic comic,
the latest Playboy Club dis-
covery, a 25-year old called
"Jay Cee," has gone from bus-
boy to boisterous bolter.
Jay Cee (His full name is
James Columbus McGraw)
has been a table jockey at the
Chicago Playboy Club since
September 1961, when he ar-
rived from Memphis. Night
after night he would watch
the swinging Twist parties at
the club as he worked his sta-
tion. "One night things were
really shaking," he says. "I
put down my tray, jumped up
on the stage and grabbed the
mike. I belted out a couple
of choruses before I knew
what I was doing."
The keyholders and guests
went wild. One of the Club
officials in the audience rec-
ognized Jay Cee's potential,
and soon he was showbiz all
the way. He continued to work
St. Andrew's Child Care
iv'L.; .., CeTnetlepr 
Telephone' 
Kindergarten H  s  344 l c.
• CS ii Care Cent•r. .•
• Kindergarten Ages 3-5 Years
• Registrati uon and Open Hose August 26 From 4 to 6 P
• 1st Day of School August 27
• Hours 8 to 5 P.M.









un WE ARE SPECIALIST'S
u
6 SHIRTS-S1.20 
h, IN OUR FIELD
DAMP WASH-5e LB.
FLUFF DRY-8c LB. An
We Finish Laundry
of Tilt all Kinds
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER
ANYWHERE IN THE CITY
MRS. BERTIE L. DELYLES
By CARLOTTA WATSON
Dear Carlotta: My mother
is old fashioned. She is still
worrying about the good old
days and how they taught
school when she was a girl.
the ABC's, the multiplication
tables . . . etc. She feels that
the children of today don't
know anything. I would not
write you but I feel that other
old parents feel the same way.
Would you please explain.
Mrs. X.
Mrs. X: Schools have been
changing since they were first
established. Parents who are
astonished need not be dis-
turbed, however, since it is
not difficult to find the reasons
behind the main changes and
what those changes mean for
the children. Today's concern is
indeed quite similar to that o
many farm families before the
turn of the century, who wor-
ried lest even the one-room
schools were "educating" the
children away from the farms.
Many parents still feel dis-
turbed when their children
don't drill in spelling or in
history dates. Or when their
children seem to do long divi-
sion or multiply fractions in
strange ways. Now children are
not given drill for the sake of
drill, but only occasionally,
they will take to it more readi-
ly and benefit more by neces-
sary drill, as in the multiplica-
tion tables.
Church Woman Hostess For Welcome Wagon
Mrs. Bertie L. DeLyles of
434 Lucy ave. meets more peo-
ple during an average week
than most people come in con-
act with during a six-month
period.
She is a hostess for Welcome
Wagon International, which
has its offices in the Welcome
Wagon building at 145 Court
ave.
What does a Welcome Wagon
hostess do?
They sell no merchandise,
but call upon residents in an
assigned area to give inspira-
tional reports on businesses
that use their services and pro-
nightly in his busbcfy jacket,
although he no longer does
anything but perform. For a
lad with no musical training
he's got it made. As for the
future, Jay Cee doesn't think
about it. He's just happy ham-
ming it up.
So, here begins a saga of
another Memphian on his way
up. We at TSD have surmiz-
ed that Jay Cee may be the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C• Mc-
Graw of 258 W. Essex Ave.,
but we have been unable to
reach them to verify this be-
lief. If we are in error, please
inform us.
BEAUTIFUL HAWAII
Elmyra Williams of 889 Mis-
sissippi Blvd., is singing the
praises of Hawaii these days.
She spent a few days in Los
Angeles before jetting to Hon-
olulu where she delighted to
the time-honored "Aloha"
greetings of leis of orchids,
carnations and grangysiani
and a kiss from a handsome
Hawaiian. She stopped at The
Royal Hawaiian Hotel, ocean
fronted with private beach.
Elmyra also visited the "Outer
Islands," Kaiai, Maui and Ha-
waii. Naturally, she attended
a luau at the Hawaiian Vil-
lage, where she feasted upon
traditional poi and other de-
licacies, and enjoyed a Poly.
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HIGHWAY 51 NORTH MILLINGTON TENN
NOW OPEN EVERY NIGHT
BAND NIGHT
Bands — RUFUS THOMAS
— BEN BRANCH
Wednesday-Friday-Saturday
9 P.M. - 1 A.M.
WE CATER TO PARTIES
nesian revue of hulas and Ta-
hitian dances all done with
torches and songs.
Returning to LA, she con-
tinued on to Chicago for sev-
eral days, and then went up
to the University of Wiscon-
sin for the National Council
of Mathematics Teachers' Con-
ference at Madison, Wis. Fol-
lowing this, a return trip to
Chicago provided the oppor-
tunity to attend the "Trade
Fair at McCormick Place and
the Rodgers and Hammerstein
show, "The Sound of Music'
. • . all adding up to a thrill-
ing travelogue vacation that
will provide many interesting
moments of reminiscing thru-
out the year.
• • •
Chris Booth is back home
after spending the summer in
Philadelphia with his brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Booth, Jr.




















Take a look at yourself, ore
you satisfied?
Need to lose weight?
Posture correct?
Does you hairdo suit YOU?
Do you see that leak of self..
confidence?
If not. let us help yew to
LOOK more CHARMING and
BE MORE CHARMING gent
Miss Bernice Lonsky
147 Beal St. JA 7-4618
Lilac Room at Vogue Beauty
Supply Company
COURSE INCLUDES:
• VOICE • ETIQUETTE
• WARDROBE STYLING





vide gifts for prospective cus-
tomers.
The hostesses carry these
items in baskets to homes.
They watch the newspapers
for engagement announcements
and wedding stories and call
on the newlyweds. They also
furnish gifts to families observ-
ing anniversaries and with
children reaching the age of 16.
Mrs. DeLyles' area is between
Calhoun and South Parkway
and Mississippi blvd. and
Riverside drive.
IN MEMPHIS 15 YEARS
Meeting the public is nothing
new for Mrs. DeLyles. She
came to Memphis 15 years ago
from Tulsa, Okla., when her
husband, the late Rev. P. W.
DeLyles was assigned to St.
Andrew AME church.
She is president of the In-
terdenominational Ministers
Wives Council and director of
the Laymen's activities of the
AME church and an official
parliamentarian of the Con-
nectional Council of the AME
church.
THE BIG "M"
Phon• 523.1274 Welcomes You
STEAKS — CHOPS ...CHICKEN
AND SEAFOOD
OUR SPECIALTY






BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Loa" Leo/ Binders 25e




The schools today, more than
ever before, is trying to get
children to UNDERSTAND
what they are learning and no
merely to remember rules anê
correct answers.
One important change that
has caused widespread cortia
cern is the result of trying
serve literally ALL the chil-
dren. Those children who are
handicapped by defective vi-
sion, hearing, or speech, and
those who have weak hearts
or are crippled in some way.
Schools serve dull and re,
tarded children and those who
are emotionally troubled. On
the other hand, there are some
who are exceptional in a more,
cheerful way, with special tat,
ents or high intelligence, and
the schools try to serve them
in terms of their special needs.
Today our world includes i
rapidly growing proportion
of professional workers and
highly skilled specialists, with
a rapidly shrinking proportion
of unskilled laborers. This ob-
viously calls for a different
system of schooling and morn',
and better teachers. TODAY'SW
WAY OF LIVING REQUIRES
SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
It was while she was living
in Kansas City that Mrs. De-
Lyles was sent to London
England, to study parliamen
tary procedure as it was being
practiced in the House of Par-
liament.
OTHER UNITS
Welcome Wagon's main of-
fice is in New York City, and
there are other units in San
Francisco and Toronto, Canr
ada.
At present, Welcome Wagon
has no men in the field, but
one is reportedly being trained
to go to Europe as the first
host.
Words of the Wise
He that cannot forgive
others, breaks the bridge
over which he must pass
himself; for every man has






sew wonder creme. New
l'ao happy," writes Mn.
P. Ramsay efL.A.C.alif
Here's blessed relief from
tortures of ',nine( itch.
rectal itch, chafing, rash
and eczema with an amazing new scientiar.
formula called LANACANE.Thisfam•Acung
medicated creme kills han-nf u I bacteria germs
While It soothes raw, irritated and inflame4
tissue. Stops serstching—so speeds belling.Don't suffer! Gid LANACAISM et druggist's.
I WISH TO EXPRESS MY SINCERE THANKS TO THE
PATRONS, ASSOCIATES AND FRIENDS OF LUCILLES
BEAUTY SHOP, FORMERLY LOCATED AT 365 East
Butler, FOR YOUR PATRONAGE THROUGH THE
YEARSAND YOUR HELP DURING THE RECENT ILL-
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BY AIR LAND AND SEA
GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY
WE CAN PREPARE YOUR
RESERVATIONS & SELL
TICKETS AT NO EXTRA GLOBAL TRAVEL AGENCY
COST TO YOU
FOR TIME-SAVING TRIPS WITH
ALL MODERN COMFORTS LET
US ARRANGE YOUR FLIGHT
SCHEDULE
FOR OCEANIC BEAUTY, LEISURE,
COMFORT AND MODERN HOTEL
CONVENIENCES - WE ARE
PREPARED TO ARRANGE YOUR
CRUISE
















































































RATURDAY, SEIEll EMBER 15, 1962
Memphian Describes Her Trip To Trinidad
(When Trinidad and Tobago,
i
s,tie twin calypso islands off
ll. Venezuelan coast, became
an independent state in the
British Commonwealth o n
August 31, Atty. Russell E.
Sugarmon was a member of
the U. S. Delegation. Mrs.
Sugarmon accompanied her
husband on the auspicious
and colorful occasion. The Tri-
State Defender is pleased to
carry the following account of
the trip by Mrs. Sugarmon,
who is a graduate of Wellesley
college, a Wellesley Scholar,
member of Phi Beta Kappa
and a member of the faculty
of Owen college. Mrs. Sugar-
mon is also a skilled linguist
In French and Spanish)
by M. LAURIE SUGIARMON
We left Memphis for Wash-
ington on Tuesday, August 28Arid arrived early Wednesday
"..norning. We spent several
hours with Robert Nash,
formerly of Memphis, and his
family, and then joined other
members of the U.S. Delega-
tion to the airport. The dele-
gation was headed by Judge
William Hattie, former gov-
ernor of the Virgin Islands.
Also included were Under-
Secretary of State and Head
of the Agency for Internation-
al Development, Fowler Ham-










/787 Unicorn • Phen• BR 6-0329
Diggs of Michigan; Assistant
Secretary of Labor, George
Weaver; Mrs. Thomasina Nor-
ford, Woman's Editor of the
"Amsterdam News"; Demo.
Nominee for Congress from
Chattanooga, Mr. Thrasher;
and of course R. B. Sugarmon,
Jr.
ON JFK's JET
We boarded the Presidential
plane, The Columbine, on
which we were graciously
served by a staff of nine. In-
staid of the usual rows of
seats the plane is divided into
three large rooms with tables,
chairs, bunks, couches and
even a private phone. We flew
over the Atlantic, reaching
Port of Spain, the capital of
Trinidad, late that night.
We were met by officials
from the American Embassy
in Trinidad, and introduced
to the two guides and drivers
assigned to each of us for the
remainder of our stay. Our
two guides were both Trini-
dad college students, and the
driver, S. Ramiali, was an
East Indian. They drove us
to the Trinidad Hilton; the
fabulous upside down hotel
where the lobby is on the top
floor, and one rides down the
hill to the bedroom levels.
From our private balcony we
could look down into the val-
ley and see the beautiful
lights of Port of Spain.
The following morning after
breakfast on the Hilton's beau-
tiful pool-side terrace, we
called our driver and guides
and went for a brief tour of
the city. We drove past the
beautiful colonial homes, the
botanical gardens, zoo, and
public buildings down Fred-
erick street to the main shop-
ping center. We were amazed
to see so many types of peo-
ple—Negroes, East Indians,
Chinese, and all kinds of mix
tures.
Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Welker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP












We Do All Style's
At lunch that afternoon we
met the Ambassador to the
U. N. from Indonesia and
talked briefly with the Am-
bassador from Ceylon and his
wife. Then we dressed for the
Youth Festival which was
held in the Queen's Park Oval.
We sat with the U. S. Delega-
tion, and seated behind us was
the Nigerian Ambassador and
his English wife who were
dressed in beautiful African
robes of ble and white stripes
The ceremony began with the
entrance of Her Royal High-
ness, Princess Royal (Queen
Elizabeth's aunt) in a Rolls
Royce. The festival featured
marching, singing and dancing
by some hundreds of students
who wore gorgeous coritumes
and uniforms typical of the
ethnic group or school to
which they belonged.
We returned to the hotel
and changed into formal at-
tire for the evening ceremon-
ies. After dinner with the
Diggses in "La Boucan," the
hotel restaurant, we left in
our car for the Gala Perform-
ance at the Queen's Hall. This
performance was actually a
festival of arts featuring East
Indian dances, a steel band,
folk singing, and other forms
of Trinidad folk art. Unfor-




to attend the Midnight Flag
Raising ceremony at Red Hall.
We had choice seats on the
lower balcony of Red Hall
from which we had an excel-
lent view of the ceremony. At
exactly 12:00 midnight H. It.
H. Princess Royal drove up
and was greeted by Guy -
General Hochoy and Prime
Minister, Dr. Eric Williams.
Amid the drum rolling by the
British and Trinidad sailors,
the British flag was slowly
lowered and the striking red,
white and black flag of Trini-
dad raised. Then prayers
were said by a Catholic Cardi-
nal, an Anglican, a Hindu, a
Moslem and a Jew. After the
ceremony we chatted briefly
with Dr. Ralph Bunche, Dele-
gate from the U. N., and his
charming wife who were seat-
ed in the next section.
Then back to the hotel and
to bed after an exciting day.
We had had to pass up two
events—a meeting at the
American Embassy and a
cocktail party given by some
of the Embassy officials.
The following morning we
were up early for the 10:00
Opening of Parliament. We
N. ere seated with the Hasties
just to the left of all the pro-
ceedings in the magnificent
legislative Council Chamber
at the Red House, To our left
were seated the Supreme
Court Justices in long, flow-
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING




FAST GROWING REALTY FIRM
HANDLING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
RENTAL AND LEASES
IF YOU ARE NOT EXPERIENCED
WE WILL TEACH YOU HOW
PEACE Realty Co.
4656 Pees 391I-7956 
mg robes and the traditional
British wigs. At the ceremony
the Princess Royal read mes-
sages from Queen Elizabeth
and in turn listened to a
speech by the Prime Minister
and the Leader of the Oppo-
sition.
The Chamber was filled to
capacity with the delegations
from some 51 countries, in-
cluding the Soviet Union, all
Europe, and most of the Afri-
can and South American coun-
tries. The international flavor
In dress and manner was in
evidence.
STATE BANQUET
At 1:00 the ladies in our
delegation were invited to
lunch at La Coucan by Mrs.
Christianssen, wife of the U.S.
Charge d'Affaires (chief of-
ficer of the Embassy). Mrs.
Bunche was invited to join
us, and I sat just across from
her and Mrs. Diggs and next
to Mrs. Christianssen. Before
lunch we chatted informally
at the Carnival Bar where we
were served Planter's Punch,
a delicious rum concoction, in
cocoanut eups. Meanwhile the
men were introduced to some
of the Trinidad government
officials while they lunched in
a private dining room.
EARN CERTIFICATES—Looking over certif-
icates awarded for successfully completing
Course One of the Life Office Management
Association program are six members of the
Universal Life Insurance company's home
After lunch we took a dip
in the lovely hotel swimming
pool, which was made in the
shape of Trinidad itself.."-At:
7:00 we dressed — the women
in long gowns; the men in
(Continued on Page 12)
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CALL US BR 6-0069
ANYTIME NIGHT OR DAY
MRS VINA MAE RANSON OPER
PARTEE MOORE PROP
 wailb
office staff. From left are Mrs. Beside O'Con-
nee. Mrs. Leslie Stewart, Johnny London.
Leif .1. Cain, Mrs. Bessie Gates and Mrs. Lose
Ise H. Polk.
RADIO & T. V. REPAIRS
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.7- PICNIC DAYS WANE
•The last holiday of the sum-
Mer sawn "Labor Day" left
• mislOttre of happy and sad
facesosfer it meant that sum-
niter lineation was over for all.
VW:ft joy of leisure out-
do cir living coming to a close
many took advantage of it
with back yard cook-outs and
picnics.
Sportsman's Lake again
Prheed Me ideal picnic area.
Vit didn't hear of many leav-
ing the city for the short week-
• guests of your scribe were
MT. and Mrs. Virgil Algee of
Milwaukee. The Algees were
in Tennessee for the commu-
nity reunion which takes place
or? Labor Day at Atwood, Tenn.
Former residents are usually
seen on that date.
Arriving home after spending
a short vacation away were
the. S. H. Bronaughs. They




2'he women of Bethel AME
chprch, 626 Wicks ave., have
planned an inspirational pro-
gram for their Women's Day
cetbration," Sunday, Sept. 16.
Evangelist L J. Bailey of St.
Andrew AME church is ex-
petted to deliver the morning
message and Evangelist Etta
Giles will serve as acting pas-
toe.-
Mrs. Ralph H. Jackson of St.
Andrew church and a teacher
at - Riverview Elementary
school will deliver a special
adlress at 3:30 p.m. The public
is invited to attend. Music will
be:rendered by St. James AME
senior choir.
the theme for the day is
"Nrw Frontiers in Service for
Women." Mrs. Daisy. B. Scott
is general chairman, Mrs. Ben-
nie.' Brown, vice chairman and
Rev. J. L. Gleese is pastor.
Celebrates 24th
Birthday Anniy.
George Blanchard, the chief
cook at the Big-M restaurant
wats honored at a surprise par-
ty which celebrated his 24th
birthday anniversary, last Sun-
day evening. The affair took
place at the restaurant where
he:is employed.
4 long table was festive
with delicious party food and
ottrer refreshments. In the
background music was being
supplied by Bill Ford and His
Ja 'is Combo.
Among guests attending was
the honoreee's wife, Mrs. Mary
Newman, Alphonso Neal, Otis
Young, Miss Marie Ford, Mrs.
Jones, A. T. Macke. Donal
Pringle. Tommy Johnson, Miss
Ella Thomas. James Smith,
Mies Mary Ann Orr, Miss
Sarah Martin, Bennie Payne.
Mrs. Betty Round, Mrs. Paye
P. 'Dudley, James Austin and
Evander Ford, who was the
host.
hometown. They arrived in
time for the seminar opening
at Lane college last Thursday
for the faculty. Freshmen are
due in this week for orienta-
tion as Lane college begins its
eightieth year.
Mrs. .Maude Trotter was
ailed to Nashville, Term. Last
week where her sister, Mrs.
Maggie Clark, who suffered a
stroke, but is reported a bit
improved.
Off to Atlanta, last weekend
was J. A. Cooke, athletic di-
rector at Lane college. The
occasion was the annual meet-
ing of the Southern Inter-Col-
legiate Athletic Conference.
The two day meeting closed
Sunday.
Sports-minded fans are hap-
py to see schools open, for
the football season is just
around the corner. For Merry
High, the season opened on
September 1 when the Hornets
met Stigall High School of
Humboldt, Tenn. The game
was played in Humbold with
Merry downing Humboldt 28
to 0.
The second game of the sea-
son was played against Manas-
sas High School of Memphis,
Tenn. with the teams tied.
From all indications, this looks
like a good. season for Merry.
New head coach is Alex
Moore who assisted Jack Gil-
more who resigned his posi-
tion last year to take a teach-
ing position in Milwaukee. As-
sisting Mr. Moore are William
Greene and David Manuel. Mr.
Greene comes to Merry from
Union City, Tenn. where he
served as coach.
He is a graduate of Lane
college and holds the master's
degree in physical education
from the University of Michi-
gan.
Mr. Manuel is a graduate of
Merry High and Lane college
and has done post graduate
work at Southern University
in Illinois. He has had ex-
perience in coaching at Lane
college and Fayette County
Training School in Somerville,
Tenn. It is felt that with the
strong line and the excellent
coaching staff. Merry will
come over the top.
Lane college opens its sea-
son against Kentucky State on
September 15 in Jackson. For
the past two years each team
has taken one. We hope this
is Lane's year. Coach Cooke
reports his line isn't as long
this year, but it is much
stronger than in the past. The
next home game is slated for
Oct. 6 against Alabama State.
By the way, the next home
game for Merry will be Sept.
22 when Pearl High of Nash-
ville will be met. Games of
both schools will be played at
Rothrock Stadium. Let's meet
at the games and boost our
teams.
The club season is also open-
ing after summer vacation.
Feel free to call in your club
news. Deadline for news is
Wednesday afternoon.
I TO M9 BUTCHERSHOP
(Forrner!y Harry Madison's Frozen Fo'od Locker)

































PRIME ROLLED RIB 85clb
SUGAR CURED HAM 10 IS lb. irtr lb. 49c
All Cuts Of Meats Naturally Aged
FOR HOME FREEZE': •
CHOICE
BEEF LOINS
Cut and Wrapped FREE
To Your Specifications
60 LB. BEEF ORDER
Consist, of 30 lb.. Boost,
/0 lb.. Stooks, 10 sus.
Ground Beef,
Reedy For Tour r• 
SIDES  lb. 49c
HINDS  lb. 59c
  lb. 69c
$3950
m n •
Fr s arri .
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CLASSROOM SCENE—This classroom at Georgia Elemen-
tary school depicts children leaving home for school, and
was especially noted during the recent workshop for teach-
ers at Georgia Elementary school.
3 Top 4-H Club Youths
Win $500 Scholarships
WASHINGTON, D. C. Three
Outstanding 4-H club youths
of Alabama, Mississippi and
Oklahoma have been awarded
$500 scholarships for their
achievements in farm, home,
and comunity service projects.
The scholarship recipients
are: Willie Joe White, 17, who
lives on a 200-acre farm near
Montgomery, Ala.; Seretha
Weston, 19, of Clarksdale,
Miss.; and Lora Elaine Parks,
18, of Guthrie, Okla.
Annoucement of the scholar-
ship awards was made by Di-
rector C. A. Vines of the Ar-
kansas Extension Service, who
is serving as chairman of the
Regional 4-H Scholarship
Awards Committee.
White, valedictorian of his
high school class and a dele-
gate to the 1961 Regional 4-H
Conference in Washington,
will use his scholarship funds
to attend Tuskegee Institute
where he will major in chem-
istry.
OFF TO ALCORN
Seretha, an honor high
school graduate, will study
home economics at Alcorn
A. and M. college, Alcorn,
Miss.
Lora, salutatorian of her
class, wil study elementary
education at Langston univer-
sity, Langston, Okla.
The 4-H achievements of
these three youths were ad-
judged the most outstanding
of any attained by the thous-
ands of other 4-H'ers in the 17
states of the southern region
who were graduated from high
school this year.
White, who has been op-
erating his parents' 200-acre
Theatre Picketed
By Lebanon CORE
LEBANON, Tenn. — Four
CORE members arrested here
on charges of breach of the
peace had their case dismissed
this week. The four, including
CORE Field Secretary Mary
Hamilton, were arrested at the
Capitol Theatre here after
picket lines were established
protesting discrimination at
said that picketing will be
the theatre. Miss Hamilton
resumed.
Tenn. Club To Meet
farm while his father worked
in town, has applied his 4-H
know-how in raising corn and
hogs and in driving and main-
taining his tractor so well that
his farm has become one of the
most successful in the county.
And in line with Secretary
of Agriculture Orville L.
Freeman's program of en-
couraging farmers to shift sur-
plus farm acres into other
uses, Willie Joe has developed
an 18-acre recreation area on
his farm.
Other youths not only come
to fish and play games, but
also to get pointers from the
scholarship awardee on crop
and livestock production, as
well as on tractor care and
maintenance.
While serving as president
of the State 4-H Council, Wil-
lie Joe succeeded in getting
the council to pledge $50 an-
nually over the next five years
to the Alabama 4-H Founda-
tion.
Seretha, acclaimed the most
outstanding 4-H club girl in
her county during the past
two years, has won state hon-
ors in gardening, canning and
cooking. So expert has she be-
come in canning that she has
developed a profitable home
enterprise of relish and pickle
making.
SECOND SCHOLARSHIP
In addition to the $500 schol-
arship award, Seretha has also
received a $300 scholership
from the Sears, Roebuck foun-
dation.
Lora, who has won awards
for her projects in foods, nu-
trition, clothing, and lamp
making, has tried out 285 reci-
pes on her family of nine, pre-
paring a total of 1,826 meals
and 4,939 pans of bread.
As part of her clothing pro-
ject, the 4-H'er has made 38
garments, including a two-
piece wool suit which took
second place in the state con-
test last year.
Electric lamp making has
been one of Lora's favorite
projects. Working closely with
h e r home demonstration
agent, Mrs. Rosa J. House, she
has assisted in a training pro-
gram that resulted in the mak-
ing of 140 lamps by younger
4-H girls.
In addition to her $500
scholarships, Lora has a $100
scholarship from Langston
university.
The Tennessee Social club
•xas entertained by Mrs. Sam-
mie L. Carter of Driver st.,
during a recent meeting held
at her home. The club's next
meeting is scheduled for 4 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 17, at the home
of the president, Mr. E. Bail-
ey. 380 Driver st., Apt. B.
Mrs. Mary Buford is the sec-
retary and Mrs. Carter is the
club's reporter.
Minister To Speak
Dr. David S. Cunningham.
pastor of Collins Chapel CME
church will be guest speaker
during a program at Clayborne
Temple AME church on Sun-
day, Sept. 16 at 3:30 p.m. The
-pausur





THIS INCLUDES CUTTING AND
WRAPPING TO YOUR ORDER6
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CURB MARKET MEAT CO.
238 N. Cleveland BR 2-1828
Open Daily 6 A.M. - 6.30 P.M.
(Except Sunday'
W. R. (Butch) Brookins
somewsiwowei
SCIENCE LESSON—Another participant in the workshop
held at Georgia Elementary school is airs. Charlene Yar-
brough demonstrating a unit in science entitled "The Earth."




HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
__1
Transform old-fashioned bread pudding into a glamorous
dessert known as Queen's Pudding. It's especially deli.
cious when made with extra rich, creamy Carnation
Evaporated Milk. Carnation—which comes in the
familiar red-and-white cans—has only the water removed
to give you a concentrated milk that adds so much




2 cups toasted bread cubes
1/ cup raisins












2 tablespoons melted butter
Tart jelly
Meringuis
Place bread cubes and raisins in buttered 1.,,4-quart 
casserole.
Mix remaining ingredients thoroughly. Pour over bread. Bak
e in
moderate oven (350.F.) until set, about 45 minutes. Remo
ve from
oven. Spread tart jelly over top. Top with meringue. Retur
n to
oven until lightly browned.
To make Meringue: Beat 2 egg whites with teaspoon cream of
tartar until frothy. Gradually heat in 4 tablespoons sugar a little
at a time. Continue beating until stiff and glossy. Add vanilla if
desired.










WHERE THERE IS PLENTY
COLD-GINS-W INES
V ODK AS-BOUR BON -SCOTCHS
HURRY ON DOWN GIRLS
QUALITY LIQUOR'S
CORNER BEALE & HERNANDO
Mgr. HAROLD STREtTS
Two Named For Catholic
Interracial Awards
NEW YORK — The 21st
annual James J. Hoey award
for interracial justice will be
given this year to a South-
erner who has worked for
school desegregation and a
Negro leader who has fought
the civil rights battles of su-
burbia.
The award, given by the
New York Catholic Interracial
Council, will honor Benjamin
Muse, a Virginian, and Dr.
Eugene T. Reed, NAACP lead-
er of Long Island, N.Y.
Muse is the author of "Vir-
ginia's Massive Resistance," a
study of diehard segregation
tactics in his home state. He
has developed guidelines for
desegregation of Catholic
schools in the South and is a
consultant of the Southern Re-
gional Council.
Dr. Eugene T. Reed of Ami-
tyville, Long Island, is a vet-
eran civil rights leader who
has guided campaigns of Ne-
groes entering suburbia to ob-
tain access to housing and
recreation facilities. He has




In announcing the awards,
Lawrence W. Pierce, president
of the Catholic Interracial
Council, stated: "This recogni-
tion has been ably earned by
these two men by their de-
votion to Catholic principles
of interracial justice in two of
the nation's toughest arenas
of racial change, the tension-
filled South and the racially-
restricted suburbs."
The awards will be confer-
red at the Americana Hotel
on October 28.
The James J. Hoey Awards
are named for one of the
founders of the Interracial
Council, a distinguished jurist
and lay leader.
Dr. Reed .has been associat-
ed with civil rights activities
since 1931, having founded the
Glen Cove branch of the NA-
ACP in that year. He is a
life member of the NAACP,
has been president of the New
York State Conference of NA-
ACP Branches. Dr. Reed was
arrested in 1961 as a Free-
dom Rider along Route 40
near Baltimore, Md. In 1962
he was elected to the nation-
al board of directors of the
NAACP.
Dr. Reed has been parte
larly concerned about the
problems of racial restriction
in suburban areas for many
years. His interest long pre-
dates the suburban boom 161-
lowing World War II. This
interest has led him to give
strong leadership to work for
the desegregation of schools,
housing and recreational fa-




John Sims, local Shell oil
dealer was among the servja
station operators here who Ir.
ceived certificates of achieve-
ment after completing Shell
Oil company's training and de-
velopment program in modern
service station operation.
Operator of a station at 6900
S. Loomis, Sims attended the
training center to widen the
scope of his service to his cus-
tomers and to keep pace with
latest developments in car de-
sign and servicing require-
ments.
Sims, who received t h e
framed certificate, wil display
it at his station. The station
operator lives at 214 W. 91st
at. The training center he at-
tended is one of 90 permanent
centers and 25 mobile units
situated throughout Shell's
marketing territories.
Curriculum of the training
centers has recently been co
pletely revised to incorpor,
the newest visual communica-
tion methods. Shell expects
eventually to graduate all of
its dealers and their employes,
numbering close to 120,000 per-




from throughout the state are
expected to attend a meeting
in Nashville to complete a
state-wide political organiza-
tion which has been named
the Tennessee Federation of
Democratic Leagues, Inc. The
meeting has been set for Sat-
urday, Sept. 15, in the War
Memorial Auditorium.
elnl1111111111•111111111111111111111111111111111111111Nor•
: LEARN TO DRIVE •
a
• IF YOU HAVE ANY 
in• '
• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER i
• IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE 1
in
• L TENN. STATE :
• Cain DRIVING SCHOOL "Ili
•
• IL 6-4121 •
‘CARS YOU CAN USE at NOTES YOU.
CAN PAY CITY INSPECTION GUARANTEED
PLUS 
s. 0 0NO AVEN .7HREYCURSI,J114ZOUR
OF YOUR CHOICE.









FORD - 2 Doer, 6 oyI. Nadir) a Heater,
Reg. Trans. One Owner. Original Navy
Blue
CHEVROLET, BISCAYNE - 4 Door. 6
Cylinder. Regular Transmission. Radio
& Heater
BUICK - Just Like New Roadmaster. 4
Dr. H'Top. Full Power, Air. Cond. New
Tires, Shiny Black
DESOTO SPORTSMAN - 4 Door Hardtop,
Double Power, Automatic Transmission,
Good Tires. A perfect car in every way.
OLDSMOBILE 88 - Holiday Coupe, One
Owner, A.T., Radio and Heater. Seat
Belts, Original White & Black
BUICK Special - 4 Dr. Sedan, Dyna.
P.S., P.S., Radio & Heater, Original $695
Blue & White. Like New
OLDSMOBILE 88 - Convertible Blue
With New White Top. P.S., P.R., Hyd.
Excellent Tires. Hurry
FORD, Custom - 6 cyi., Perfect Engine,
Std. Trans., Radio & Heater, Good Tires,
New Seat Covers
CHEVROLET BELAIR V-8 - 2 Door, P.
'55 Glide, Radio & Heater, Clean and In
Good Condition
'Kt FORD V-8 RANCH WAGON Radio
au Heater, FOM. Good Tires
wr OLDSMOBILE 98 - 4 Dr. Sedan, P.S.,
33 P.B., Hyd. Drives Like New. Peach
FORD 
cWhltues.o Tom
- 6 Cylinder. 2 Door.,
JO Radio & Heater. Std. Trans. Good Little
Economy Car
'61 MERCURY MONTEREY - Sport Coupe.
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Along with medicare, a de-
sire for the United States to
enter with European nations
in the Common Market and
Summit Meetings with Nikita
Khrushchev, President John
F. Kennedy also included in
his New Frontier platform, a
physical fitness plank. With
millions of youths back in
school, perhaps it is rather
-timely that we point out the
significance of this program.
SHABBY AMERICANS
It started with the aware-
that many Americans are
sighting obesity, and scores
Who are not, find themselves
at the other extreme.
Then, there is the thought
of how the Romans deterior.
ated because they drank too
' much after those long cere-
monious dinners. Thus, their
'merriment and apathy led to
the fall of a great empire.
It would be pleasant if the
attainment and maintenance
of physical fitness could be
pure fun, if good physical con-
dition could be achieved and
maintained through infrequent
participation in sports and
games. Many of us view calls-
thanks, running and similar
conditioning exercises as
routine and boring.
Sports are fun, but consid-
ering available time, the facil-
ities needed, and the expense
di v &Ned the maintenance of
"!-Aness through sports alone, is
obviously beyond the reach of
most Americans. If school
physical education programs
ignore this fact and place their
sole emphasis on the develop-
ment of sports and recreational
skills, such programs can prop-
erly be called "frills of educa-
tion."
Good physical education pro-
grams, however, under compe-
tent leadership, are not frills.
They are designed to meet the
individual needs of girls and
boys, and they pay particular
attention to the undeveloped
and over-protected child. A
tendency toward obesity or its
opposite, may be inherited,




Our rood to 'rho Eke'
Our Service Llmosc•Ilod
•
these tendencies can be over-
come by a proper diet and
well-planned individualized ac-
tivity program.
This nation possesses the re-
sources to insure that every
girl and boy will reach matur-
ity with a strong, straight
body, free from all medically
remedial defects. We possess
the educational know-how to
give each child an understand-
ing of the necessity for regtuar
exercise and every young
American, the incentive to
maintain his proper body
weight and muscle tone
throughout life.
To pass the tests for mm,-
mum physical fitness is s-sot an
end in itself; it does represent,
however, the first steps. Next
week, we'll give space to a few
of these tests so that ;Nen
parents can judge for them-
selves, the progress of their
children. Furthermore, it might
inspire the grown-ups to get
their muscles in tone.
A child who can pass these
tests which are taken from the
suggested school fitness pro-
gram sent out by the Presi-
dent's Council last year, awl
are the same ones to which
President Kennedy referred,
has reason for pride. Ha not
only has been able to accomp-
lish this first step, but, more
important, he has set his feet
upon a path that, if pursued,
will enable him at last to
utilize fully, his physical, in-
tellectual and social poten-





CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Cs.
o. Z. Evers FA 74023
IDEAS MEAN MONEY — Alvin Sides. Road.
and Grounds foremap, Post Engineer DIA-
eon, Is shown with five employees of Mem-
phis Army Depot who were presented ea*
awards recently for adopted anegestlows be
It, tot. Thomas D. Mihail, post engineer.
From left are tildes, Leslie B. Davis, Hay-
wood Walker, Hulice Middleton, Rufus Hen-
derson and Robert L Jones.
Former Tenant Farmer Has
Prosperous Truck Farm Now
Walk into the produce sec-
tion of any of Memphis' best
supermarkets and pick up a
few tomatoes, a couple pounds
of green beans, lima beans,
sweet potatoes, pepper, cu-
cumbers, peas, okra or bunch-
es of greens.
Chances are you will be se-
lecting for your table some of
the vegetables grown on the
farm of Eddie Rone' of 7910
Holmes rd., Germantown.
Rone, a tenant farmer con-
centrating on seasonal crops
of corn and cotton only 12
years ago, is today a land-
owner and operates one of the
largest truck farms in Shelby
county.
When Rone came back from
World War II, he decided that
life on the farm was what he
wanted, but that he needed to
know more about farming on
a scientific basis.
He took his farm training
from P. C. Fisher, now prin-
cipal of Spring Hill scho7.17117
receives frequent visits from
County Agent Ernest Brazzle,
who keeps him up-to-date on
the latest methods for increas-
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER SR 64513
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I, .4 RGE PA RKING ARK A




of this historic bourbon
Daniel Webster did ... Ind
called it "the finest in the world."
Taste the magnificent divot of Old
Crow —next time.
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ed production, and J. T. Cole-
man, Shelby County 4-H club
advisor.
Also helping the Rones keep
pace with methods for can-
ning, freezing and preserving
meats and vegetables is Mrs.
Alberta Gaines, county home
demonstration agent.
Rone credits his increased
yield to the fact that he al-
ways has his soil tested, to
determine the proper amount
of fertilizer for a certain crop
PLANTED GREENS
As soon as one vegetable is
harvested, he prepares the
ground and plants another.
a few weeks ago, he and a
crew of workers, which in-
cludes his sister, Mrs. Cora
Gatewood, last week were get-
ting a third picking of turnip
greens.
Vegetables from the Rone
farm have taken first prize
in the old Tri-State Fair,
which has been discontinued,
but he has no doubt that he
will be one of the future win-
ners in the Mid-South Fair,
now open to all.
CENTENNIAL POTATOES
Rone is especially proud
this year of his crop of Cen-
tennial sweet potatoes. He
bought the seed from a certi-
fied dealer in Mississippi, and
became one of the first in
Shelby County to market the
potatoes that are in great de-
mand on produce markets.
Where he dug sweet potatoes Mrs. Rone is a teacher at
alow••••••••••••••■•••w••••wwwwwis
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC ••
CAR WASH $ •• 8 A.M.-6 P.M.
• Sat. •r Sun. $1.25 Monday •• Sot. Open • A.M. to 6 P.M.
• Son. Open it A.M. to 2 P thru•  Friday•
•• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •








Rolls or brushes on Interior
walls and ceilings without'




EVERY 2nd CAN FREE
MARY CARTER'S
HOUSE PAINT
A new, improved house paint
with better hiding, more dur-
ability, more mildew resist-
ance. Formulated with the
latest types of titanium ond
2inC p,gments.
$0725 $L9111
L QT. u GAL.
EVERY 2nd CAN FREE
MARY CARTER'S FINEST ENAMEL













WDIA To Cover Prep League
WDIA Radio Station will
bring Memphis sports fans the
highlights and important plays
of 32 Negro high school foot-
ball games this fall—sponsor-
ed by Colonial Baking Com-
pany.
This will be Robert (Honey-
boy) Thomas' third year at
the microphone. He will break
into musical programs as reg-
ROBERT THOMAS
Mt. Pisgah Elementary school,
of which Searcy Harris, is
principal.
The couple has two children.
Loretta May Rone, 10, who
has been driving a tractor for
the past two years, and Ver-
nits Marie Rone, who prefers
to do housework, but is de-
veloping into an excellent
farm hand, according to her
father.
The Rones are among the
leading contestants in the
area for the Plant to Prosper
contest in the land-owners di-
vision this year.
ular Intervals during the games
to keep WDIA. listeners up-
to-date on the score and ex-
citing action during each con-
test.
The first game, on Sept. 5,
will be Manassas High versus
Merry High of Jackson, Tenn.,
at Melrose Stadium. Final
regularly scheduled game to
be broadcast will be at Book-
er T. Washington Stadium on
Thursday, Nov. 8, between
Hamilton and Carver High.s.
If a playoff is scheduled on
Friday, Nov. 9, WDIA and Co-
lonial Baking Company will
cover it.
The broadcasts will come di-
rectly from Melrose and Book-
CHARLIE'S CAFE
1293 Yollentine
Where Food us Good
and Even Better
er T Washington stadiums.
Teams participating in lei
play will be Booker T. W
ington. Manassas, Melt
Hamilton, Douglas, LAMA




12111 Thomas St. - At Firestone
526-9203
"Ti. Style. Becoming T• Yriee
YOid Should B. Corning To U.
This Styl• Wo• Drown By
Mr. Warren L•mis
ATTENTION, BOWLERS!  
Manhattan Bowling Balls
Crown Prince & Swingstsir. Shot. & Blouses
Cornplet• Llne Of Bowling Suppii•s 6 Equl paler"
Trophies Fos All Occasions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
•‘Your Bowl, Fgt., p"ant Hendquaff•f S"















Pius Blues Bowl and College Bowl
All Brought to You By
Colonial is good Bread






2-DOORS - 4-DOORS - SEDANS - HARDTOPS














SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1962
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT -
YOU CALL HOW. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •WE BILL YOU L
ATER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •JAckson 6-8397
To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church
 or furniture. Or to rent a room or an apartment.
YOU HAVE THE GOODS•••••••••••••••••••
•••• .............WE HAVE THE RESULTS
Even PTA Is Integrated! 
EX TRI-PEP
wonder food drink
ROANOKE, Va -- While
racists defy attempts at school
integration in other areas of l
Virginia, an encouraging report I
comes out of this city in thej
southwestern part of the state.
School officials revealed that
101 of 441 students at Roan-
oke's Melrose elementary
;school are Negro. Most of
'them, 61, are in the first
grade.
Three other predominantly
white schools will house 39
Negroes.
Integration has not stopped
Furor Over Powell Trip
Rages On After Return
'SAN JUAN, P. R. —(UPI)
Congressman Adam Clay-
ton Powell, back from 
a
month-long European tour
with his two former beauty
queen assistants, is in no
particular hurry to return to
Washington.
,The New York Democrat
sad he plans to stay in his
06,000 Vegabaja beach home
at least until the vote arises
on the foreign aid bill.
Two more congressmen have
criticized his trip. Sen. John
J. Williams, R-Del., inserted
into the congressional record
an editorial by the New York
Times calling the trip a "friv-
olous junket" and referring
to a bill to tax business ex-
pense accounts said:
"Sometimes we find in our
own backyard some abuse in
connection with Congressional
expense accounts."
Rep. Charles S. Joelson,
N. J., said that it is "high
time the ancient custom of
Congressional junkets be
junked."
Two days ago, Rep. H. R.
Gross, R-Iowa, said Powell's
trip "isn't the first junket he
has taken," but this one was
"a little more than par for
the course."
The New York Democrat
flew to San Juan from Madrid
aboard an Iberia jetliner. He
described his trip as "pri-
marily for rest" to restore his
"rundown health combined
with a survey of the European
Common Market's potential
impact on United States eco-
nomy.'
Relations between Powell
and his Puerto Rican wife,
Yvette, who did not accompa-
ny him on the trip, appeared
strained.
Memphian Describes Trip
(Continued From Page 1)
white ties and tails — for the
State Banquet which was to
begin at 8:00. Held in one of
the hotel's huge private din-
ing rooms, this banquet was
the highlight of our trip. Ten
persons were seated at each
table, and in the center of
each table was a tall candela-
bra.
The Hall was decorated
with ceiling-length mat tapes-
tries, and hanging from the
ceiling were large gold flags
with the scarlet ibis, national
bird of Trinidad, on each.
The six-course dinner was
something to remember - con-
summe' gele, le filet de rouget,
le poulet de grain, lea petits
pois, la tomate soufflie, le
moka des Antilles, and of
course wines throughout, and
ending with cigarettes and a
glass of port with which wel
toasted the Queen and the
new country of Trinidad.
FIREWORKS
The ladies left first, and
followed by the men, retired
to the balcony from which we
viewed the cascades of fire-
works sent up from the city
below. It was truly a sight to
remember!
- Following the festivities
several of us had cocktails by
the pool, resplendent with blue
and green-colored fountains of
water, while the native steel
band played and many danced
under the stars. All around
the pool were beautiful palm
trees and the lush vegetation
for which Trinidad is famed.
On Saturday we toured
Chaguaramas, the U. S. Naval
Base on Trinidad, and were
taken through the U. S. Missile
Tracking Station. Then we
baid cocktails and lunch with
the commanding officer and
the charge' d' affaires on the
veranda of the Officers Club.
From where we sat we could
look out across the beautiful
beach and see the mountains
of Venezuela. In the evening
the. U. S. Delegation gave a
reception at the Naval Base for
tbe local government officials.
We greeted the Trinidad Cabi-
net members as well as mem-
bers of the Legislature.
DINED ON CARRIER
That night we dressed form-
ally for a dinner at La Bou-
can, given by the Under Sec-
retary of State, Mr. Hamilton,
for the U. S. Delegation. It
was a five-course dinner with
twelve kinds of wine.
The following day we had
lunch aboard the U. S. Carrier
"Boxer" which was anchored
in the Gulf of Paria, just off
the coast of Port of Spain.
That evening we were the
honored guests at Flagstaff
Hill, the home of the U. S.
Charge d'Affaires. His home
is a sumptuous one of pale
grey flagstone and verandas
on all sides, from which one
can look out over the whole
city down to the wharfs along
the Gulf. We left there for a
party given by the Seamen's
Union. While there we met
Mrs. Walk, the only woman
Senator of Trinidad, as well
as the wife of the Vice Presi-
dent of the Union with whom
we chatted extensively in
Spanish. We ended the eve-
ning with dinner at Yim
King's Chinese restaurant
with superb food. Then to the
hotel to pack.
The next morning we drove
to Piarco airport and boarded
our plane at 9:30 for the trip
home. We reached Washing-
ton that evening, and immed-
iately boarded a plane for
Memphis—tired but exhilerat-




toward an integrated PTA.
We want to concentrate on
good relations this year. It's
the goal we want to work for."
One Negro member has been
worked in as co-chairman of
the hospitality committee and
several probably will be used
as room mothers, Mrs. Miller
pointed out.
Room mothers are selected
by the teachers and are re-
sponsibile for calling parents
of the students to inform them
of PTA meetings and other
school activities.
Charles D. Radford, school
principal, and several mem-
bers of the PTA, felt that in-
tegration was the only thing
to do, according to Mrs. Mil-
ler.
Roanoke, a city of more
than 100,000 persons situated
on the Roanoke river, is about
166 miles southwest of Rich-
mond. the capital.
TEL AVIV, Israel — Twen-
ty-one policemen from vari-
ous African states underwent
three weeks of training on the
streets of Jerusalem and towns
in the southern district.
According to the Israeli Di-
gest they wore regular Israeli
police uniforms and were ac-
companied on their rounds by
Israeli policemen and officers.
More New African Nations
Yielding To Television
WATCH FOR THE SIGN




Now your problems con b•
solv•d, your troubles con be
uproat•d, your •nalmias r•cop•
rased, and you can feel safe In
daily livIno”sou wonder how?
Slater Rase, Indian Reader and
Advisor Is now In this area for
the first time. She is the
11141114111th veil and has been
blessed by the Holy Princess
of ladle, You should see her
today. Sh• can show you with
your own .iy•s how sire can
remove sorrow and Pal".
Just 20 ruinuies drive from
Memphis to her home








with the children. Mrs. Ralph
rose PTA chapter, said: 
before offered to th e 
public.
Miller, president of the Mel- Neverskrenaotwesnt riot?: gri rink f ow.ii
orld
II for leildren. It' s good 
for the
"We're gradually working g"dwe Why is this so? Your body 
and
mine is made up of milli
ons of cell..
These cells are built fro
m the food
we eat and drink. If 
the quality of
the food falls to contai
n the right
amount of cell.boliding ma
terial. than
the cells are not health
y cells and
sickness and dinette are the 
results:
that Is one of the main 
reasons why.
the world is full of wea
k and devi-
tensed men, women and 
children
why the divorce rate is c
limbing
EXTRI-PEP la a pure food 
drink con-
taining all the vitamins and 
minerals
to grow healthy cella A. 
91-1, C & 0,
calcium, phoephortm, iron, sup
plies of
protein fat as well an Man
ganese.
Magnesia. Sulphur, Chlorine, M
orin,
Sodium. and Lecithin. EXTRI-
PEP is
:"7ft*n 'b 71; 1
n d rX:f ayndl,=-41 ont 
four food items when mixed, one la
rge
glass is equal to a full meal.
What Others Say Monet EXTRI-PEP
"I lived on EX1'RI-PEP for m
ore
than seven months during which t
ime
I could not eat solid food At the
end of the seven months, although I
lived only on EXTRLPEP and ate no
solid food, my weight was the same."
—GB.
"After takIn EXTRI-PEP for 30 days
I feel like a nev,. man."—R.J.F.
"My children love EXTRI-PEP & they
feel good all the time."—A.B.F.
"I don't know what I'd do without
EXTRLPEP. Ire a lifesaver."—D.W
Houses For Sale Hit Wanted
Tea . . . Everybody Who Drinks
F.XTRI-PEP Says the Same Thing,
So Will you when you start to drink
Nature's most perfect food drinh.
but it has to be made fresh. It must
be mad• fresh and for perfect results
It most be drunk fresh. As soon as
it hits the stomach it becomes solid
food which is digested in leae than
thirty minutes. In fact, it is such
a perfect food drink that a month old
baby can drink It with wonderful re
salts and like It. It'. the Perfect Food
Drink for building perfect body cells
and they In turn build a perfect body
build perfect glands. Every man, worn.
an and child should drink one glass of
It a day. and they would if they
knew about it.
Now we want every home to have this
wonder food drink secret. The prime












RR 2-3431 GL 2-1973
2-BED ROOM HOUSE WITH DEN.
HARDWOOD floors. Lot - 501175
has garage. Take 11200 Equity F.H.A.
approved. Monthly Note $80.
ale 6-3510
i D REALTY CO. BR 5-0520
For Sale Misc.
INCOME
Nice Brick Duplex, 2 B. R. Corn-
, plete bath. Youngstown Kitchen.
1 Conveniently located to Bus Stop,
Schools- Churches. For Sale by own.
s.er. Call after 6 p. m. . 948-9600
Furn. For Sale
FOK SALE
Roll•a-Way bed, like new. Just $20.
Call BR 6.2170.
vitt; B•i•ft
I3.utlfw Walnut finished. Spinet
tyoe Piston
, sae No. IdlewItd,
PICK UP PAYMENT ON A BEAUTI-
FUL 4 PC. FRENCH PROV. WHITE
BEDROOM SUITE AND A 5 PC,
CHERRY SUITE. DOUBLE DOOR
HORDE REFRIGERATOR, NORGE
AUTO. WASHER. AND ADMIRAL
TV. JUST LIKE NEW. CAN BE
RAGSDALE EMPLOYMENT
Lb. Beauty Operator to Work In
White Banally 81,09
Maid Comb 825 wk.
Short Order Cook 520 up












wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
BOUGHT SEPARATE. A BARGAIN, 236 South Wellington Street
MRS. BOWMAN WH 8-2666.
FREEMAN FURNITURE 5 Memphis. Tenn.
APPLIANCE 1940 80. LAUDERDALE
FULL-HOUSE
$2.45 WEEK








235 S. Main JA 5-2154
A G000 BUY
21' TRAVELER T.V. Ta-
ble Model. Call Mrs.
Gene Hatchett for Info.
FA 7-6033
I Full House of Furniture
Easy Monthly Note.
1 Washing 'Machine $8 .00 Per Ma,
Earnest Jones - WH 8-2666
After 5. WH 6-9591
Help Wanted
WE ARE LOOKING FOR AN AM-
bilious hard working man Intermitt-
ed In malting money according to his
abilities Expenses paid. Need car
but not absolutely necessary. Part Or
full time, For further Information
phase call JA 6-8397 CircUlaUoti
Dept
BROOKS AUTO REPAIR NEED
Exper Body man for immediate
work. Pereonal Interview necessary.
547 Linden
I NEED AN EXP. COOK TO LIVE
on place or has car. 5 days a week
with references - have other help.
MU 3-6464
Experienced beauty operator
as manager. WHitehall 2-
3122 or WHitehall 8-5106.
Situation Wanted
I HAVE CLBAN COMFORTABLE
home working mothers chldren. Also
do living In borne. Call 526-7987.
Business 
BARBEELAKE FISHING ALL DAY
50 cents — Horse back riding 51 00
hr. AO Mints % hr. — 6109 Horn
Lake Rd.. EX 8-1068.
LAWN GARDEN SERVICE
Rotted Hulls, rotted sawdust, barn-
yard fertilizer: also Public Hauling






You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri !tee Defer
Call or Come In Today.
Furry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Houses For Sale
DUPLEX OR SIX LARGE 110051
home by school. Excellent and honest
buy at 698 Idosby Mrs Eagle),
BR 5-9232 Evelyn Webb Realty Co.
458-6041 - 2717 Union BR 5-9242
LOW EQUITY IN ALL BRICK 3
BDRM. HOME. NICE NEIGHBOR,
HOOD. Prettiest house on street. See
12419, Samuels, FA 3.4370.
.144114111111
African nations in spite of Nigeria and Rhodesia - Nyasa-
their economic and nationalist land.
difficulties will yield to tele- A half - hour entertainment
vision next month. show in most of these African
New stations are net to spring markets carries a price tag
ranging between $25 and $30
Such films as "You Are There."
"Lucy," "Perry Mason." "De-
fenders," "Phil Silvers," and
"Deputy Dawg," have been
bought from CBS.
However, the African sta-
tions currently are in need of
educational programs, public
affairs ,and news material.
up in various African nations.
Kenya is scheduled to begin its
TV operation in October, while
Senegal will begin telecasting
this month. There is talk of
Ghana and Sierra Leone also
planning new stations.
Among the new African sta-
tions riti the air are those in
Help Wanted














6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
CANE COLE





IOC KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis.
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or
 sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you 
discouraged(
If any of these are your problems, come let MAD
AM
BELL advise you at once. She will rea
d life to you
just as she would read an open book
. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If y
ou have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM HELL 
at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over
 Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hern
ando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay 
right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the
 RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at 
all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven 
State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 bl
ocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.
)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAck
son 6-2523
YMCA
tiZEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable, 
Modern Furniture.
Private Bath — Clean Wash Retains — Showe
rs .
Weekly Retest $13 — 810
7 Modern Swimming Pool - Year Round 
Swimming. 15.30 ff. -'
Diving — Swimming — WatHeg Sections. 
Underwater Lighting -
11•4ndIfv1 Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3 Regulation Gym Equipped with Stager 
Spec-testi Section wit*
IMO sealing capacity — For Leagues, Tourn
oments, Competativ•
Matches. Classes -- Roelog Comm...witty Progra
m.
4. 7.1..arg• Club Rooms, Club k4••linge 
Classes Foturns -
Conlet•nc•s fleas
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES Voir—
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